40 Top Recommended Digital Products all over the world

All the links in this Report are affiliate links
from Clickbank Products!!!!!!!
Click on to see by yourself what they are about!!!!!!!!!
Do not forget, before click right then Open in new tab!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
If you are interested about a product and if you buy it I will receive a commission from ClickBank
between 50% and 90% of your paying amount...

Preface / Introduction
Networker since 2008 in the Digital Affiliate and Internet Marketing. Alain Learned by himself for
any years, but he never gave up. Born in 1958, he is married since 1982, have 2 children and 2
grand children. Retired from the French Military Marine, he was a great Executive Officer onboard
of French Warships and Submarines. The "40 Top Recommended Digital Products All Over The
World" are the best tested products that work, that are best sellers, that make people a 7 figures of
money on the Internet. HERE are some : Read the eBook first then comme back to this list and try
them, they are highly RECOMMENDED. Then copy, paste the links in your Browser...
1-Transform Your Affiliate Sites Into Leads & Sales Machines
Are you struggling to generate Affiliate Sales?
You’re not the only one.
The competition is INSANE.
It’s so hard to find a competitive advantage.
Do you have an Affiliate Review Site?
Do you have a Bonus Page?
Do you have a Blog?
Do you have a Squeeze Page?
Do you do Social marketing or Video marketing?
If you’re struggling to generate sales from any of the above..
..this may be the most important email you EVER read.
So pay attention.
=====>>>
I stumbled across the very latest in “AI” Bot Technology.
HUGE Fortune 500 companies like:
-Facebook -Spotify -Starbucks -Staples -The Wall Street Journal -Pizza Hut -Amtrak -Disney
-H&M
& Mastercard
..have used very similar Tech.
But for the first time ever it’s accessible to the average Affiliate business owner.
WITHOUT spending THOUSANDS of dollars on expensive programmers.
Allow me to introduce..

ConversioBot - the Internet’s #1 Chatbot for Marketers.
The founders of ConversioBot have used their highly sophisticated “AI” to:
- AUTOMATICALLY add 6,386 Sales on ClickBank in only 6 Months
- AUTOMATICALLY build a massive Email List of 11,643 Subscribers in just 7 Days
- AUTOMATICALLY explode their Conversion Rate by 198% in only 6 Hours.
=====>>
Now it’s your turn to get in on this exciting NEW Cloud-Based App.
You can start using ConversioBot today by copying and pasting ONE line of “Automated Bot Code"
to your Affiliate Website.
Don’t have a Website?
Maybe you do your Affiliate Marketing entirely through Social Media or Videos?
Find out how to explode your followers or Subscribers >>
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=qz2qblXx
Let me know how you get on. I’m genuinely super excited about this!
Regards,
Alain Le clere
P.S. ConversioBot comes with a FULL Commercial License allowing you to sell Bots to hungry
clients.
They will show you exactly where there’s HOT demand for Chatbots.
You can sell their Done-For-You Bots or create your own (in 5 Minutes) to sell.
It’s very common to sell them for $200 to $500+ EACH!
See the proof here >> ==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=qz2qblXx
2-Traffic Multiplier - your all-in-one profit system
It’s new. It’s controversial. It works better than anything I’ve ever seen.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=np3CO6Jp
Traffic Multiplier turns ‘traditional’ traffic, lead generation & promoting-for-profit upside down and users couldn’t be happier with their results!
Here’s why:
Twist #1 - Included FREE software
Unlike other methods that require you to buy paid software, this system uses 100% no-cost tools
that work as well OR BETTER than paid versions
Twist #2 - Two-In-One List Building
Collect BOTH push notification & email leads for the best of both conversions & delivery rates -

Collect BOTH push notification & email leads for the best of both conversions & delivery rates this feature alone can double your ongoing profits.
To optin, users 1st agree to push notifications to access your giveaway … Then they enter a valid
email in order to get your freebie. RESULT? For each lead you now have both push notification &
email info.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=np3CO6Jp
Twist #3 - Instant monetization [aka get paid to build your list]
Upon subscription, users are automatically redirected to a monetized page with a relevant offer of
your choice … and because it’s so targeted, you’ll make commissions WHILE you build your lists
Twist #4 - Profit even when they DON’T optin! Traffic Multiplier lets you drop a retargeting pixel
on your squeeze page - so you can use ultra-low cost, targeted ads to convert visitors into profits
Twist #5 - Free traffic + step-by-step training included
The product creators are experts at driving no-cost traffic - and they’ll show you exactly how to do
it. Enjoy ALL the benefits of premium traffic - higher conversions & fast results - with NONE of the
costs
In addition - the vendors share STEP-BY-STEP training on exactly how to start from scratch and
maximize profits. No stone unturned, just follow along and copy what they do to profit!
Twist #6 - The ‘Mr.X’ Affiliate commission maximizer bonus
While the system includes multiple time-sensitive bonuses, this session with ‘Mr X’ is pure gold he’s a top-earning affiliate marketer and shows you exactly how to duplicate his results
Traffic Multiplier is a proven, complete profit system that’s 100% beginner friendly … And will
help even experienced marketers maximize profits from their traffic.
Discounted, one-time pricing in effect for a very short time. Proof of results all over the page.
>> Check the demo, then lock in your license now!
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=np3CO6Jp
3-Connect your social media accounts and websites.
Watch a quick Walkthrough Video here to see Traffic Ivy in action:
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=ip3lKUHI
Be ready to be completely blown-away.
Also, they are going to raise the price on this one and are thinking of even converting it into a
recurring subscription model (This comes straight from the horse’s mouth – Cindy’s a close
friend…I know then it should be ‘this comes straight from the mare’s mouth’ – but that’s not the
point.)
Focus on the urgency and not on English proverbs – nothing good ever came out of those anyway).
Act fast. Act NOW.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=ip3lKUHI

4-REVEALED: The #1 Secret of Online Millionaires.
Wanna know something CRAZY?
Over 100,000+ people are successfully generating an online income with ClickBank and they all
have one thing in common...
THIS ONE THING is the "secret to their success" and it's being revealed by ClickBank themselves
for free right now in this video.
Click Below To Find Out The CRAZY Secret
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=ja5xXxaI
This video just went live to the masses TODAY so make sure to watch it ASAP.
What's even better, is the ClickBank secret comes from the most trustworthy source there is...
ClickBank itself.
But hurry, I don’t know how long this launch video will stay up.
5-Work at home as a Social Rep?
I thought I should let you know about this company I came across. Right now, they are actively
hiring people who know how to use Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest or Instagram.
If you fit the profile, then you can make great money doing this, as is explained here:
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=dc1cwKJi
6-$25 per hour jobs on Facebook, now hiring!
Did you know that businesses all around the world are hiring people just like you to help manage
their social media accounts such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube? There is a lot of money in it,
and the best part is that you don’t need any qualifications, prior experience or specialized skills. All
you need is a few spare hours per week, a computer with an internet connection and a good
knowledge of how to use Facebook, Twitter or YouTube.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=nd8laOfM
There are currently positions open worldwide for people just like you to begin work on simple jobs
such as:
- Posting Facebook comments – $25 per hour - Commenting on and ‘liking’ YouTube videos $20
per hour - Tweeting special offers and promotions – $200 per week part time - Social Media
Manager – $1050 per week full time - Managing Facebook groups and contests $27 per hour
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=nd8laOfM
We have a wide range of positions available, and much more are being added daily, however, there
are also lots of people interested in these jobs and the positions are filling fast so I recommend that
you apply now if you are interested.
7-Get paid to test apps (like Angry Birds!)
Do you use a lot of apps on your smartphone or tablet? If you are like most people you probably do,
but did you know that there is a way you can actually get paid for using the hottest new apps as soon

as they are released?
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=hg4rDfE5
When you think about the fact that the app market is growing like crazy and is worth billions of
dollars, it’s easy to see why this makes sense. Every day thousands of apps are released into the app
store, and most get lost amongst the crowd.
Developing an app costs thousands of dollars and app developers really don’t want to put all that
effort in just to see it flop, so they pay regular app users to download their apps, test them and write a
review.
This helps their app climb the rankings in the app store and get positive feedback, the more money
they make the more they have to pay app testers like you!
This is a HUGE opportunity and those who get in now are going to profit the most.
Join now!
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=hg4rDfE5
If you delay and miss out, don’t say I didn’t warn you.
8-One Of The Most Sought After Products Ever Released!
Did you know there is a financial revolution going on
RIGHT NOW??
Under your very nose...
- If you had bought bitcoins in 2012 you would have seen more than 6600% return or more.
- The supply of bitcoin is absolutely fixed unlike gold.
- Bitcoins are super liquid.
- Its not too late to cash in on this revolution.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=xr8NxX7Y
9-Get 95 Products Setup For You For You Today! (worth $197)
As you already know, creating your own digital product from scratch is costly and time-consuming.
And if you don't have the technical skills... almost impossible.
So when marketing expert Aaron Danker and his dedicated team announced *FREE* product
installations to show off his service, I just had to let you know.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=qx5RRH7e
When it comes to digital product creation, Aaron is an authority on the subject, yet humble and
within reach for any beginner.
To cut a long story short, Aaron and his team will be setting up 5 (yes five) products just for you,
ready to start collecting PayPal payments.
All of this will be done within 72 hours. This service is easily worth $197 but because you're on my
list you are entitled to exclusive deals and you can secure this deal for free.

==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=qx5RRH7e
10-Get Paid To Write Online From Home
Earn from 1 to 5 Thousand Per Month!
>> Work at home, make money no matter where you are in the world!
>> Get paid to write articles, blog posts, ebooks and many more!
>> Choose from 1,000's of jobs daily from different subjects.
>> Flexible work hours, work when you want to.
>> Highest-paying writing jobs - guaranteed!
>> Fast payments via paypal, checks or wire transfer.
Start Your 7 Day Trial
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=yg2NQxqU
If you want to enjoy the Good Life: Making money in the comfort of your own home writing online,
then this is for YOU!
11-Video Takes You Inside The Hidden Millionaire's Portal...
Discover The Strange, Yet POWERFUL
"Portal Jumping" Secret
That Materializes ANY Desire
Starting In Just Minutes!
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=yh2Vj0DE
A place where all you have to do is ask to manifest ANY desire, and it’s delivered to you in as little
as minutes.
Gone are failure and frustration. Gone are worries that another disaster looms around the corner.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=yh2Vj0DE
I now had the ability to attract my desires like the most successful, most abundant manifestors to
ever walk this earth...
And, in the next few minutes, with just a little faith and courage to move forward..
I’m going to hold your hand as YOU make the jump too...
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=yh2Vj0DE
12-Create Unlimited PASSIVE INCOME Streams In Just 7 Minutes! (Video Proof)
I'm going to reveal to you the magic formula that I've been using to make thousands of dollars on
auto-pilot every single week...
without a product, a website or even a list.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=gs1OxC7m

Getting People to buy something is hard but giving something away for FREE is easy.
Find out the secret which I reveal in this incredible video on my EXACT method...
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=gs1OxC7m
13-Get 100's of people to send you FREE traffic!
Ok, no kidding this is HOT.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=gh4H6GVe
Imagine having people with huge Facebook and Twitter followings sending you FREE traffic...
Posting your ad on THEIR pages for all of their friends and followers to see...
That's exactly what you WILL have, with this incredible new traffic system!
Go watch this video IMMEDIATELY, and then join me inside:
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=gh4H6GVe
Enjoy!
14-Secrets Of Google #1 Ranking (It is just a tiny PLUGIN!)
Today, a ground breaking Wordpress Plugin was released. This plugin is how Daniel Tan (owner of
SEO Company) helped thousands of his clients rank their websites on Google #1!
See the plugin in action here:
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=oa6tmg8i
This is not just a simple plugin. It is a plugin that has taken many websites from nowhere to first
page ranking!
Finally, SEO secrets EXPOSED! Getting #1 Google Ranking has never been easier!
Watch this plugin in action:
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=oa6tmg8i
15-The Fat Burning Kitchen - Why Sugar is KILLING you... and more
Here's EXACTLY what whole wheat bread, sugar, and vegetable oil does to the cells of your body
(STOP eating these - check out proof below)
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=ez4g2c3D
These foods are silently KILLING you and your family, causing Diabetes, Heart Disease, Cancer &
excess body fat... I'll also show you why you should eat MORE foods such as delicious butter,
cream, cheese, coconut fat, avocados and juicy steaks.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=ez4g2c3D
If this sounds odd to you, I'll explain more in the article below...
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=ez4g2c3D
Bon Apatite!!!

Bon Apatite!!!
16-Weird Trick That Makes Over $3,500 Every Month Using Paid Surveys Online!
You may have tried this in the past and didn't make any money because you didn't know the
CORRECT way.
Watch this video and see it before you join...
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=ij5hXLC7
See how someone goes from getting 3 bucks to
$500 in ONE Day. And repeats it over and over.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=ij5hXLC7
Success is One Click Away!!!!
17-Making Money With Clickbank Made Easy... EVEN For Beginners (video included)
Just imagine, 50 – 75 percent as commission on sales to all affiliates
– Isn’t that amazing?
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=yw7QfReN
It's One of the largest paying affiliate network systems on EARTH!
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=yw7QfReN
See the video then get ready!
18-15 NEW members into your business!!
15 people per week into your NETwork marketing business.
I thought you might be interested in this "explosive" training course. Steve Smith is a 20 year
veteran of the NETwork marketing Industry.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=al6hv3Ye
He has put together without doubt the most in-depth coaching course how to build your NETwork
Marketing team just using the Internet. His coaching course "Bringing the NET into NETwork
Marketing" is proving be the most sort after in the field of NETwork marketing.
Not only that, you can make BIG $$$$ from promoting the course as well. Check out this link and
see for your self. He also offers you a 60 day no quibble money back guarantee, that is how
confident he is you will enjoy and benefit from his in-depth training modules.
60 modules covering EVERY aspect on building your NETwork marketing business using the
POWER of the Internet. It's a Step by Step system that allows you to earn while you learn.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=al6hv3Ye
19-Get more traffic with your SAME email list..
You've probably seen the messages screaming that "email marketing is dead"..and it's simply not
true. Not at all.

What is true though is..
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=do3UNY3x
Autoresponder services are getting more picky all the time about the emails that you can send to
your own list.
If you use a 3rd party service like Aweber, GetResponse, MailChimp, Constant Contact, iContact,
etc., you are putting your biggest online income generating asset at risk of failure.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=do3UNY3x
Why is that true? Simple.
They can cancel you any time they want, for any reason they want, and you have to literally go
through the Spanish Inquisition to get your list imported to another service.
Where did you get your leads? Do they have time-date-IP Stamps? What is the exact url?
Or, they can put you on sub-par server IPs which means you are destined for the spam or promotions
tab, so your clicks drop by half..
You need to have full control over your list, and you can do that, get better open rates, and more
clicks with the exact same list that you have right now - even with zero tech skills.
It's called IMSC Rapid Mailer.
IMSC Rapid Mailer Features:
* Zero Monthly Fees Saves You a Fortune in Autoresponder Costs * Unrestrictive Importing and
Mailing for Full Control of Your Campaigns * Create Profitable Paid Mailing Lists Instantly (No
one else does this!) * New Marketer Friendly, Ultra-Simple Set Up… Be Up and Running Fast! *
Full Email Statistics & Click Tracking for Ultimate Campaign Tracking * It works inside
WordPress, so installation is point and click simple. * You can import your leads without double
confirmation. (This means no FBI style interrogation, i.e., What was this lead looking at on Nov 3rd,
2010?) * Plus a ton more...
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=do3UNY3x
It works with "SMTP" services, so you don't have to worry about the difficulty of setting up your
own mail server and getting it to the inbox.
It's all handled by the SMTP provider who gives you quality setups on their side, so you can start
inboxing right away. Plus, you can send for free or use a paid "pay-per-send" option, which for most
is actually less expensive than most autoresponder services.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=do3UNY3x
You'll want to move fast as Sean has this at the lowest price ever for the next few days. So grab it
while you can, get your emails delivered, and know your list is permanently secured.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=do3UNY3x
To Your Future!!!!!
20-Secret Web Page. (only for your eyes)
This guy has been making money online, everyday for 10 years now.

And he has been quietly been keeping his profitable "secret web page" open to make money online
for him - every single day.
But right now...
He's going to let you clone his highly profitable "secret web page".
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=da8RhSnH
It'll take you less than a minute to get started and then you'll be in business!
Talk soon.
21-How To SPEED UP Your PC In Just 2 Clicks!
If I told you that you could instantly speed up your PC within 2 minutes from now you probably
wouldn't believe me.
But, if you only knew the amount of junk and useless files that accumalate in your PC's system then
you just might!
The only way to clean up this junk and speed up your PC is with Detox My PC that intelligently
scans and removes junk and useless files in your entire system.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=uu6JUOUN
* Clean up files * Speed up system * Repair & fix registry * Speed up applications
I HIGHLY recommend you download this award winning PC cleaner now!
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=uu6JUOUN
Speak soon!
22-Are You Member Snapping Yet?
I wanted to alert you to the close of what is probably the easiest, fastest way to have your own
full-blown read-made nice business website -- all set up to function as membership site (recurring
payments to YOU)
It's called "MemberSnap"
... and this product is so hot the guys behind it have already raised the price TWICE.
Get on this before it goes up again:
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=uk7iifmM
The Deal:
You can get 3 (THREE) ready made niche membership businesses with this special package, ONLY
available through this special link:
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=uk7iifmM
Seriously, this is the best solution to getting a site going fast and easy that I have ever seen in my
life.

Their slogan is "Membership Sites in a Snap - 30 Second Setup, NO technical skills required"
23-Make up to $325 Per Day Working From Home
Recently, our website was featured in some major news networks. After helping 1000s of people get
at home survey jobs from big companies worldwide, the media finally caught on.
- Get Paid To Read Emails - Get Paid To Fill Out Surveys - Get Paid To Review Products (My
Favorite)
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=js8TFUx8
Big companies are willing to pay people just like you for your opinion on their products and
services. Usually, this is just in the form of a survey you fill out online... takes about 5-10 minutes
and can pay up to $35.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=js8TFUx8
24-First Page Ranking with Effective SEO: 3rd Pillar Revealed!
A HUGE Event is happening right NOW, but let me first talk about the 3 Pillars.
The 3 Pillars of effective SEO (that works): a) On-page SEO b) Off-page SEO (backlinking) c)
Social Signals Optimization
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=pr70XLe8
We know about on-page and off-page very well. But have you started working on optimizing your
Social Signals?
Google has confirmed that they are tracking and picking up collective information about a sites
social presence. They termed this Social Signals.
Get complete details now:
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=pr70XLe8
Thank you!!!!
25-Why excess abdominal fat is more DEADLY than you think!
Below is an article contributed by Mike Geary, the founder of ==>
http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=su8jf90l.
I thought this was an important topic to share with you because the reality is that most people simply
don't realize how dangerous their excess abdominal fat really is to their health.
The Hidden Dangers of Your Excess Abdominal Fat - It's More Serious Than a Vanity Issue!
by Mike Geary, Certified Nutrition Specialist, Certified Personal Trainer
Did you know that the vast majority of people in this day and age have excess abdominal fat? The
first thing that most people think of is that their extra abdominal fat is simply ugly, is covering up
their abs from being visible, and makes them self conscious about showing off their body.
However, what most people don't realize is that excess abdominal fat in particular, is not only ugly,
but is also a dangerous risk factor to your health. Scientific research has clearly demonstrated that

although it is unhealthy in general to have excess body fat throughout your body, it is also
particularly dangerous to have excess abdominal fat.
There are two types of fat that you have in your abdominal area. The first type that covers up your
abs from being visible is called subcutaneous fat and lies directly beneath the skin and on top of the
abdominal muscles.
The second type of fat that you have in your abdominal area is called visceral fat, and that lies
deeper in the abdomen beneath your muscle and surrounding your organs. Visceral fat also plays a
role in giving certain men that "beer belly" appearance where their abdomen protrudes excessively
but at the same time, also feels sort of hard if you push on it.
Both subcutaneous fat and visceral fat in the abdominal area are serious health risk factors, but
science has shown that having excessive visceral fat is even more dangerous than subcutaneous fat.
Both of them greatly increase the risk your risk of developing heart disease, diabetes, high blood
pressure, stroke, sleep apnea, various forms of cancer, and other degenerative diseases.
Part of the reason visceral fat is particularly dangerous is that it apparently releases more
inflammatory molecules into your body on a consistent basis.
If you care about the quality of your life and your loved ones, reducing your abdominal fat should be
one of your TOP priorities! There's just no way around it. Besides, a side-effect of finally getting rid
of all of that excessive ugly abdominal fat is that your stomach will flatten out, and if you lose
enough stomach fat, you will be able to visibly see those sexy six pack abs that everyone wants.
So what gets rid of extra abdominal fat? Is there actually a REAL solution beyond all of the
gimmicks and hype that you see in ads and on commercials for "miracle" fat loss products?
The first thing you must understand is that there is absolutely NO quick fix solution. There are no
pills or supplements of any sort that will help you lose your abdominal fat faster. Also, none of the
gimmicky ab rockers, rollers, or ab belts will help get rid of abdominal fat either. You can't spot
reduce your stomach fat by using any of these worthless contraptions. It simply doesn't work that
way.
The ONLY solution to consistently lose your abdominal fat and keep it off for good is to combine a
sound nutritious diet full of unprocessed natural foods with a properly designed strategic exercise
program that stimulates the necessary hormonal and metabolic response within your body. Both
your food intake as well as your training program are important if you are to get this right.
I've actually even seen a particular study that divided thousands of participants into a diet-only group
and an exercise/diet group. While both groups in this study made good progress, the diet-only group
lost significantly LESS abdominal fat than the diet & exercise combined group.
Now the important thing to realize is that just any old exercise program will not necessarily do the
trick. The majority of people that attempt getting into a good exercise routine are NOT working out
effectively enough to really stimulate the loss of stubborn abdominal fat. I see this everyday at the
gym.
Most people will do your typical boring ineffective cardio routines, throw in a little outdated
body-part style weight training, and pump away with some crunches and side bends, and think that
they are doing something useful for reducing their abdominal fat. Then they become frustrated after
weeks or months of no results and wonder where they went wrong.
Well, the good news is that I've spent over a decade researching this topic, analyzing the science,
and applying it "in the trenches" with myself as well as thousands of my clients from all over the

world to see what works to really stimulate abdominal fat loss.
The entire solution... all of the nutritional strategies, as well as training sequences, exercise
combinations, and more have all been compiled in my Truth About Six Pack Abs Program. Keep in
mind that the point of this whole program is NOT abdominal exercises (that is only a very small
portion of it). The main point of this program is showing you the absolute most effective strategies
for losing your stubborn abdominal fat, so you can get rid of that dangerous health risk, as well as
get a flatter more defined midsection.
If you follow the guidelines, you WILL lose your belly fat that has been plaguing you for years.
This is not guesswork... it is a proven system that works time and time again for all of my clients on
every corner of the globe that actually apply the information I teach. If you apply it, the results will
come. It's really that simple.
The only reason most people fail in their fitness goals is that they have good intentions at first to
adopt a new lifestyle, yet after a few weeks or months, they abandon their good intentions and slip
right back into their old bad habits that gave them the excess body fat in the first place.
I want to help you succeed in finally getting rid of that extra abdominal fat that is not only UGLY,
but also DANGEROUS.
Don't waste another day allowing that nasty abdominal fat to kill your confidence as well as
contribute to your risk for MAJOR diseases.
Get the solution to rid yourself for life of this problem at...
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=su8jf90l
Train hard, eat right, and enjoy life!
26-Download your New Websites... in under 2 minutes per site!
Did you get your money-site yet? This thing is rapidly coming to an end...
It's a software you can download to build your OWN profitable sites the SAME way that Socrates
uses to bank over $22,000 every month. It takes less than 2 minutes per site (seriously),
and you can create 100 cash sites...
Go get your own profitable site here
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=ot0EQ9xe
Even if each site only makes you a measly $10/month, how many can you build, when it only
takes 2 minutes each? 30? 100? your call...
Watch this to see how it works and Start creating your sites today
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=ot0EQ9xe
Talk soon!!!!!
27-Traffic Travis v4.0 is now LIVE.
We have an amazing launch-special pricing offer for you, plus a super incredibly high value bonus
package.

Don't miss out, this is your opportunity to skyrocket the numbers of relevant visitors you are getting
to your websites. More traffic = more money.
Go here now and join:
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=jb1K3TRD
BTW Don't underestimate the bonuses that are on offer as well, they are absolutely KILLER and
easily worth joining Traffic Travis just to get your hands on alone.
We look forward to seeing you in the members area!
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=jb1K3TRD
Kind Regards!!!!!!
28-*Free Video* (gets you money FAST)!
I just discovered a free video training that you absolutely have to check out:
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=md3wgFgP
You want to make huge money online? The fastest and easiest way to do that is to use this same
strategy that almost every successful marketer has used.
********************************* WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?
*********************************
Do you know how long it takes to make money by relying solely on your own efforts? Years. But
when you follow this method, you can do all this in a matter of days:
- Grow your list faster than you ever imagined
- Introduce a flood of new prospects to your product or service
- Make easy money by helping to promote someone else's products
- Grow an army of affiliates eager to make you money
- And so much more!
This free video training reveals it all. Trust me on this... go here now:
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=md3wgFgP
I'll see you there!
- By the way, this is NOT another free money-magnet leading up to a big dollar product launch.
You're getting the entire $197 course for nothing, and there's no catch. He's giving away these videos
as his way of introducing himself to you and he's not asking for anything in return. See for yourself:
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=md3wgFgP
29-Finally... thousands promoting YOUR info product TODAY!
- Here's What Most People Do...
Most people start with affiliate marketing.

They become affiliates for other peoples products and along with thousands of other affiliates, try to
duke it out in the trenches for traffic and commissions.
They spend hours building blogs, doing SEO, driving paid traffic to sales pages that may or may not
convert...
ALL because they have heard that the affiliate business is the fastest and easiest way to earn your
first buck on the net.
Now don't get us wrong, there's absolutely nothing wrong with affiliate marketing and we make a
ton of money with it too....
...and whilst it is very possible for anyone to make 6, even 7 figures each year promoting other
people's stuff, it does bring rise to one very important question...
Why Be ONE Affiliate Among Thousands...
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=hm1IbJp1
When You Can Have Thousands Of Affiliates Promoting For YOU?
What I mean is that you should ALSO consider being on the other side of the fence...
In other words, being the product creator!
Don't wait see complete details here
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=hm1IbJp1
Join me today!!!!!
30-[OPEN NOW] Your own internet business in 24 hours!!!
Want a simple and proven way to generate FAST cash online?
Go here now:
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=us6Xcadm
Ewen Chia has launched an easy STEP-BY-STEP system that reveals how you can quickly own
passive *automatic* internet businesses and have each of them to be...
* Profitable * Scalable * Long-term
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=us6Xcadm
With your own "24-Hour Internet Business", you can easily:
- Start your internet business NOW - Finally get your own business up - Get all the free traffic you
want - Dominate the most profitable niches - Generate automatic internet income
...and do it all in 24 hours or less!
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=us6Xcadm
This works fast and you can profit from ANY niche you want - while creating simple, sustainable
businesses that pay you for years to come!
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=us6Xcadm

If you're looking for complicated methods to confuse yourself, then this is not for you...
MAKING MONEY ON THE INTERNET IS SIMPLE.
Ewen doesn't even know html yet he makes millions on the internet!
HERE'S MY SINCERE PROMISE TO YOU...
Grab this now and you'll have a proven and simple system giving you REAL RESULTS...
* NO information overload * NO confusion * NO frustration * NO expensive software * NO paying
for traffic * NO waiting!
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=us6Xcadm
This will change your life and income.
All the best,
Get this now before it's too late...
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=us6Xcadm
31-New Product Sourcing Directory [Video Tour Included]!
I've been nosing around the members area of the INCREDIBLE directory for a while now. I found a
directory of wholesale suppliers, manufacturers and dropshippers -- putting you in touch with the
best wholesale suppliers for top quality goods so you never have to pay retail price again!
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=nf04tTCO
Here's just a fraction of what they offer:
A huge variety of wholesale suppliers (over 75 categories of products, from DVDs, jewelry and
consumer electronics to prams and strollers and plumbing supplies.)
A customer service team online 7 days a week. If you've got a question, problem, or you can't find a
supplier for a particular product... just jump online and ask. Average response time for queries is
around 30 minutes!
Legitimate and authentic suppliers for both generic goods and brand-name goods, including Gucci,
Prada, D&G, Versace, Polo, YSL, and Seven, to name a few! Many suppliers with NO minimum
order quantities!
A lively forum with over 25,000 members!
Directory updated daily -- this is no 3 years out-of-date list of defunct suppliers! This is the hottest
information you'll find!
Access to this information doesn't cost the earth. In fact you're likely to recover your membership
price with the money you save from your first purchase! And directory membership is for life! So if
you're looking for wholesale suppliers for your eBay business, or you just want to pick up some top
quality goods at wholesale prices, you should go check this out.
==> http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=nf04tTCO
To Your Success
They also have a special offer for anyone joining today!

32-Still struggling to get the maximum returns from your social media marketing efforts?
This is your Ultimate Chance to Instantly Reach Out MILLIONS of Globally Scattered Customers
& Boost ROI without Spending Much... Now you too can take your business to the next level with
the best use of FacebookTM Marketing...
Drive Laser Targeted Social Traffic On Your Offers Increase Customer Engagement and Boost
Brand Loyalty Precisely Reach Your Targeted Audience Get Higher ROI From Your Efforts Boost
Leads & Sales Instantly Get Best Results in a Cost Effective Manner
http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=ib8mEYEM
33-Job Seeker Turbo Pack!!!
Techmeetups Premium Membership And Job Seeker Turbo Pack
Access Premium Ebooks, Job Fair Entry And Videos On New And Emerging Tech With A
Techmeetups. This Is The Modern Solution To Today's Job Seekers. You Can Also Boost Your Job
Search Through Special Ebooks, Cv Templates, Event Tip Sheets And Many More...
http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=gn0v8Myw
34-New Breakthrough Synthesizes Weight-loss & Success!
Incredible Conversions For This Revolutionary New Program! Will Convert On Personal
Development Lists And Health/fitness!
This incredibly time efficient workout system burns fat, boosts metabolism and improves overall
daily living in just 5 weeks. Struggling to Get Motivated to Lose that Stubborn BabyFat, Staying
Sane,and Building a Happier and Health life!
http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=xx4PP6eb
35-Get 10,000+ Clicks - Sales Guaranteed! - 50% Affiliate Commissions For Life!!!
IF YOU DON'T MAKE SALES THEN YOU GET A FREEE SECOND YOUTUBE SOLO AD
BLAST!
- 10,000+ Unique Clicks Guaranteed - Detailed Email Click Tracking Included - Your
YouTubeSoloAdBlast Starts Same Day Purchased - Traffic is 100% Tier 1 (100% USA)
Looking forward to bringing you great results, clicks, leads and sales
http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=kd8VtZpO
36-Start Your Own Handmade Furniture Business!
Use the same woodworking plans and selling methods I use every week to make a fulltime living
selling furniture. No tricks, no scams, no fake promises, just real income from your garage.
http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=fp0e8eCw
37-How To Think And Grow Rich Virtual Training Program!
How To Think & Grow Rich

Discover how to understand & apply the 13 principles of success as outlined in the #1 best seller
book by Napoleon Hill Think and grow rich and get the simple step by step blueprint to help you
turn your goals and dreams into reality.
http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=hs6KwrGv
38-Promote #1 Groundbreaking App Which Makes Animation, Explainer, Doodle Sketch, And
Motion Videos In Minutes!
Groundbreaking App Which makes Animation, Explainer, Doodle Sketch, And Motion Videos In
Minutes! Easier Video Creator That Makes Eye-Catching Spectacular Videos That Attract Attention
& Convert Visitors Into Buyers in 3 Simple Steps!
http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=tu5MgRZh
39-Brand New Over-The-Shoulder Video Series On How To Organize & Work Smarter!
Do you feel that you’re lacking behind and you want to accomplish more with the little time you
have?
What if you can organize better and work smarter so that you can enjoy more free time?
If you’ve given this a thought and you want to find a solution...
...then this will be the most important letter you will ever read. Organize Better. Work Smarter.
Accomplish More.
So you want to know what’s the fastest and most convenient way to improve your productivity and
have more free time?
There’s one software that you absolutely need to use to get it done…
http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=dv2Wax5t
40-Online Course For Limitless Confidence, Deep Love And Infinite Abundance In Just 8 Weeks!
A FREE Meditation For Self-Awareness, Harmony & Happiness ...
Your FREE Meditation Will
- Release Stress - Relax Your Body And Mind - Give You Concentration & Self-Awareness Create Peace Of Mind - Excrete Hormones Of Wellbeing
http://www.WebProductsToday.com/?rd=jj5nT6jH
THAT'S ALL FOLK FOR NOW
Read the articles below, DO NOT FORGET TO COME BACK AND COPY PASTE THE
LINKS!!!!!!!
Yours in Great SUCCESS!!!!
Alain Le Clere Alias Rene La Caille
P.S. : Follow us on Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/jean.maryjosef Like Pages :

https://www.facebook.com/alainleclereorg/
https://www.facebook.com/René-La-Caille-Écrivain-213300199419275/
https://www.facebook.com/Worldprofitfrenchleader-378322219488619/
https://www.facebook.com/Webproductstoday-349662945668984/
https://www.facebook.com/Socialmediatactics-686826445079094/
https://www.facebook.com/Virallist-426822271239744/
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Reviewing the CB CASH GRENADE
While you were doing whatever you were doing, since the last time you read my blog, I was
reviewing the most awesome Internet business model that I have ever found! CB Cash Grenade! I
have been working my ass off jumping from Guru to Guru, making a buck here, and making a
killing there, then losing my ass for a couple of weeks, trying and failing. But, then this course
comes across my desk! It’s like back when I was struggling with my weight, finding “Stop The
Insanity”, only this is for making me money, and as a bonus, there’s no crazy looking bald woman
(Susan Powter) shaking her fist, and yelling!
The very first thing that drew me to this system was how it stopped telling me I could get rich quick,
and asked me to assess my life and figure out what I really needed financially, to achieve security
and happiness. Then this system promised me, that it could show me how to achieve that goal. It’s
been a long time since I set goals that way. Let me show you what that does… In this online
business world, you tend to think that you need to be making a killing all the time, before another
Dot-Com bust happens again. You almost forget the people who are really killing it on a consistent
basis are the ones you look up to, and want to emulate, because they have been around for a while.
You start to realize then, that they haven’t been jumping from one half-baked get rich quick scheme
to another. They have just been plugging away, building, and perfecting their system. The second
thing that drew me to this CB Cash Grenade was the way they laid out the system. I instantly knew it
would work, because some of the tactics I had already partially used before. Only this system put
them together into one cohesive plan, and filled in the holes I’d been missing.
Yes, this system taught me some new cutting-edge stuff I hadn’t tried before. But they never showed
me anything that I couldn’t fully understand or told me to do something, just on faith in some Guru.
What kind of new cutting-edge stuff? Well in Module 4, they showed me tons of ways to use and
find keyword information (That I had been paying money to find out), for free and they showed me
some information sources that I didn’t even know existed. This Module really showed me the sweet
spot I’ve been looking for, when it comes to deciding whether a keyword is to hot (too much
competition) or not worth the effort of pursuing. Moreover, it gets down to the reality that you need
to decide your keywords by first deciding the amount of juice you are able and willing to invest in
them. Not the other way around! It exposed why so many other keyword-picking strategies work as
good as spinning a blindfolded a kid around, with a donkey tail in his hand. You can’t have someone
tell you that you should only go for this or that keyword because that’s only as good as “their
system” is good for, and still be a solid business. You need to be shown how to pick keywords that
you’re ready to shoot for and what you need to do before you’re ready to aim higher! Then also, in
module four, they give you insight into how you can spy on the behind scenes advertising budgets of
your competition! You can find out who they are, how much they are spending and what they are
spending it on! This is worth the price of the package, and we are not even a third of the way
through! Module 5, shows you how to find high profiting products. It’s not the products that cost the
most and not always the ones you’d expect! If you don’t have a good profiting product, then why
bother trying to sell it in the first place! This is what I love about this program, because it’s not set
up to sell one product. It’s set up to sell any product you want, while also giving you the information
to pick the best from the litter! Module 6 shows you how to make better offers by figuring out the
deepest desires of your potential customer. It’s all about understanding demographics! Demographic
research, it is as simple as this! Dodge Ram makes a damn fine truck, but you’ll never sell it to my
grandma! But, give her a Cadillac to test drive, and you’ll be celebrating one hell of a commission
check. So stop wasting your time and money promoting the right product to the wrong person, when
this Module will show you where and how, to find out what kind people are looking for your
profitable product, instead of trying to boost my grandma up by the buns, into what she thinks is a
red-neck 4X4. By the end of that Module I knew, what they wanted, I knew where they hung out
http://www.WebProductsToday.com
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online, I knew how much money they had to spend, and what kind of jargon they used to speak to
people they trusted. Now, the best way I can describe Module 7 is by quoting a line from the course,
which was the most memorable to me. It is explaining the kind of list you’ll be building with this
system. “And you are, going to market to them until they BUY, DIE, or Unsubscribe!” Rest assured
though, using the tactics in this module, the first two are much more likely! Module 8 shows you
how to make one article do as much work for you as ten, maybe even more than that. So, if you
don’t want to write until your fingers fall off, then you might like this module. Module 9 this gives
you the magnetic power to keep people near you on your list. It shows you why people will actually
open your emails by following this system and why they won’t unsubscribe. Unless you’re a UNIX
rebel, tell me, when was the last time you didn’t open an email from Microsoft? You could be
THAT IMPORTANT to your list, whatever the niche! Module 10, the Video Explosion one, is
freaking sweet. Google anything right now!
(Even, if you need to stop reading my blog!) What do you see on the front page? You probably see
some heavy hitting sites, that people have invested a fortune on, and taken years building. Oh yeah,
you’ll also see some YouTube video’s that were made last week. Is it fair that the YouTube video
pushed someone off the front page of Google who has spent the last ten years and two life’s worth
of savings on SEO, to get on page one? Stop whining about what’s not fair, and use this module to
get your video on page one and a link to your squeeze page just one click away! It’s easy right now;
you just need to know how! Module 11 shows you exactly what you didn’t know about using the
demographic research that you didn’t have, before you watched this system. (Enough Said) Module
12 I’m going to leave as a surprise to you now because it’s such a big part of this program, I could
have written a whole blog post about it, alone. It’s different from the rest of the system and sort of
an inside bonus that you’ll just have to discover for yourself when you get to it. (I don’t recommend
skipping to it as soon as you get access.) Lucky Module 13 showed me a completely new way to
target people with paid advertisements using keywords that I’d never thought of, in ways that I’d
never dreamed. It all has to do with your ability to buy advertising that will only show up inside your
target audiences Gmail account, and only while they are reading a specific email. This means you
“don’t hardly” spend any money on keywords, but your ad is going to be right there, giving
solutions to real people, who are actually reading an email about the problem you can actually solve!
Solving problems is how you make friends for life! You can even target your competitors name as a
keyword, with this program! So if they think your competitor may have the solution you get a
chance to say, “Hold on! Try Me First!” exactly at the moment they are talking about finding a
solution, and they are seeking information to take action. Module 14 teaches you how to buy
advertising, without being taken! It seems absurd that a savvy marketer who sells products for a
living needs to learn about advertising methods from reading advertising material on the site selling
advertising! But frankly that’s how most people decide how to spend their advertising dollar! Sifting
through what works and what doesn’t is hard! This is why so many people just use Google
Adwords; they just assume it’s a good deal because the “Advertising” material for Google Adwords
is everywhere! But is it as good as the ads say it is? Find out if you can do better, using the tactics in
Module 14! The final module ties it all together! It shows you how you can fill in the holes and get
rolling. This final module proves to newbies and pros alike that there is no excuse for not getting this
system to work! If you came across one module and you found you didn’t have the skills to pull
everything off, this module will show you how you can get it done. Even if you can do everything
yourself, this module will lead you in the right direction of having a business that is too big to do it
all yourself, while keeping it organized so that you can control every inch of it. I love the course and
hate the name. It’s called CB Cash Grenade, yet it does more than sell ClickBank products, and it
does a better job of holding your hand, rather than blowing up in it. Hey, Jeremy and Simon if you
ever read my posts? Great job on the product! Now, see if you can’t come up with a more fitting
name! How about… “In-depth, CB Plus Marketing and Building an Online Business that Grows
with Minimal or No Effort, in a Sane and Controlled Manner so You Can Get What You Want as an
Online Entrepreneur Without Losing Sleep at Night Mega Course” or was that domain name taken?
http://www.WebProductsToday.com
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Online Entrepreneur Without Losing Sleep at Night Mega Course” or was that domain name taken?
Come back soon! And leave a comment!
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CB Cash Grenade System is Different
CB Cash Grenade is backwards and unlike any other online marketing system, I’ve ever reviewed!
For instance, when was the last time anyone asked you what you really wanted out of life? Sales
pages may tell you what you need, and they point to the problems you are having and they promise
solutions. But, they rarely ever ask you what you want, out of life. The products they sell, while
they may be helpful at solving problems, they really never give you what is important in terms of
the big picture. Forgive me if I’m sounding too touchy-feely here. But this “backwards”, CB Cash
Grenade System is going to change my life. Sure, it’s going to make me more money, but after
going over the first few videos, I remembered why I got into online marketing in the first place. And
you know what? It wasn’t just for the Money! I wanted to do something and create something that I
could be proud of. I was tired of having a boss tell me to “let it go” when I wanted to do it right and
not let it go out the door, all half-assed! I wanted security because I saw people who were really
qualified and good at what they did, axed, and downsized because their supervisor needed to lower
the overhead. This is why I got into being an online entrepreneur, and what this course has led me
back too. As I said, “It’s as backwards as anything I’ve ever seen.” I don’t know how else to
describe it. First, it teaches you how to find your “Freedom Formula” which is a way of figuring out
what you really need out of life, to get what you really want. Then it converts that into a number of
visitors you need to get to your sales funnel, based on real statistics to achieve your ultimate goal!
Now, for the first time in your online career you can forget about money, and just know it will be
there! When you do this system, you are free to apply your skill and finesse to the things in your
business that are really important to you. This program gives you tons of options to help you reach
your goal. Some are creative and allow you to play around and be inventive. Testing and tweaking,
tracking your ideas until you’re happy with the results. Some other methods in this system are brain
dead simple like, do-this and get-that. It teaches you how to trade this-for-that, and-so-on. So if you
have a bad day and you don’t feel like Michelangelo you can still keep your business going. But all
of it, together makes a whole system, for a business unlike any other, because like I said, it’s all
based on solid statistics that allow you to not worry about the money and just flourish. The system
will put all the money in your account that you need, if you are honest with yourself, when you’re
deciding your “Freedom Formula” in the beginning. And of course, to make it work, you need to
follow the rest of the system. If you want cutting-edge online marketing tactics, this system is
stuffed with all sorts of inventive ideas, on ways to spy on your competition, find the right keywords,
the right products, and the best ways to offer them to people (that it also shows you how to find). Do
you want to take advantage of all the specificity that Facebook is capable of offering advertisers?
This system will show you how to do demographic research, and find the people most likely to
respond to your offers. So, you won’t waste a cent taking your offer to the wrong parts of the
marketplace. Unlike, other forms of online marketing that rely heavily on driving more and more
traffic until your blue in the face, this system has a built-in-system that allows it to grow, all on its
own! You can literally let the system market itself, while you concentrate on using the methods that
are detailed in this system, to create a real value that you can be proud of and that customers will
cherish and come back for. There is so much more to this system than I can describe all in one blog
post, but I can say, it has changed my life! I recommend CB Cash Grenade to anyone who wants to
take a step in a more positive, productive and profitable direction. Business is about more than just
money, it’s about what you do, to live the life you want. Oprah doesn’t worry about money
anymore. She does what she wants, what she loves, and what she’s proud of, and that is what CB
Cash Grenade offers to you. A formula to reach your Freedom!
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Massive Passive Income: What is Autoblogging All About?
Autoblogging is simply a methodology for automating blog content. Traditionally, when you set up
a blog you then either create the content by hand yourself, or you hire a freelancer to create the
content for you. Either way it is both time consuming or expensive. But with autoblogging and the
Massive Passive Profits system, you simply set up the blog once, set up the automated content
stream and the blog updates itself on auto-pilot generating passive income for you while you focus
on doing other things.
But isn't autoblogging a 'black hat' technique that will get your site banned? I can hear you asking
that question and I will tell you that if you set up your blogs properly following a proven method
such as Massive Passive Profits your sites will not get banned and you will finally start generating
some real passive income from blogging.
What is Massive Passive Profits? It's a mass deploy autoblogging format that automates the creation
of Wordpress multiuser sites and content. No longer do you have to sweat about your sites getting
banned, and Wordpress multi-user platform saves time and effort of logging in and out of and
maintaining multiple blogs. With this elegant solution, autoblogging becomes a complete no-brainer
and you are free to point and click to create and launch new blogs on the fly and watch you bank
account grow as you add new blogs.
With autoblogging your blogs will generate income in much the same way as a traditional, hand
written blog, but because they are so quick to set up, and effortless to maintain you can focus on
generating a large quantity of blogs and on generating traffic to those blogs.
You would begin by doing your keyword research to find profitable niches, install Wordpress, add
then follow along with Massive Passive Profits to set up your niche blogging empire.
Now bear in mind that these are not going to be pretty, award-winning blogs that you'll be inviting
your family members to visit. What you will be doing, is gathering up and providing useful content
around your chosen topic to your blog visitors that are searching for information on your topic.
You?ll choose ads and CPA offers that will appeal to those visitors and eventually these blogs will
start generating cash for you automatically.
Setting up an autoblogging empire does not take a lot of time or effort, and once everything is set up
and humming along you can move on to other projects while your little blog farm continues to
produce month in and month out.
So, if you are willing to invest just a little bit of time to set up the Massive Passive Profits system
you will soon see lifestyle-altering income streams flowing in from you ever growing autoblogging
empire.
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Massive Passive Income: Does Autoblogging Really Work?
Autoblogging is quite a hot topic these days in the Internet Marketing social circles. In case you
have not heard all of the recent buzz and are scratching your head about what autoblogging is, it's a
method for creating blogs in a ?set it and forget it' kind of way that have plugins in place to
automatically post content daily. This essentially takes much of the labor out of creating unique
content and posting daily or even every few days. But, the question of the moment is, does
autoblogging work? Can you really generate a ton of passive income just from setting up these little
niche blogs and then leaving them to fend for themselves? Here are some things that you might hear
about autoblogging:
Autoblogging is nothing but a scam Most likely written either by folks who have tried it and failed,
or who simply dismiss the concept out-of-hand because they firmly believe that they only way to
blog is by creating unique content daily.
Autoblogging is your gateway to untold Internet Marketing riches At the other end of the spectrum
you might here claims that autoblogging is your ticket to riches and fame. Those messages are most
often promulgated by those who are selling an autoblogging product.
The truth about autoblogging Somewhere in between the idea that autoblogging is a black hat scam,
and the idea that you can auto-blog your way to untold wealth is the truth that falls somewhere in
between those extremes.
With autoblogging you use automated plugins that grab content based on your keywords from RSS
feeds, article directories, your own stash of PLR content, and videos. You are aggregating all of this
content and presenting it under your chosen category along with adverts that would appeal to the
particular audience that you are targeting with your content.
You also need the tools and technology to make setting up and maintaining multiple blogs simple
and straightforward. Wordpress is the perfect platform for your auto-blogs because it allows you to
host multiple, individual blogs with their own domain names on a single installation of the
Wordpress software on your server.
Autoblogging has many moving parts, so it's good to have a proven system to follow to help ensure
your chances for success. Trying to patch together a solution and work through trial and error on
your own can cost you valuable time and money.
If you follow a proven system and if you are willing to invest some time, thought and strategy on the
front end, you can set up an empire of auto-blogs that will generate a healthy stream of passive
income for you.
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Massive Passive Income: What are the Differences between
WordPress and WordPress MU?
Wordpress is the free, wildly popular blogging platform that millions of bloggers use to power their
blogs. Many web hosts offer a quick install script for Wordpress that will allow you to have a blog
set up and ready to receive fresh content in about 10 minutes or less.
Wordpress MU, with the MU standing for multi-user, used to be a separately developed solution for
setting up a network of blogs which allowed blogs to have multiple users each with their own
dashboard and theme. But since the launch of Wordpress version 3.0, all of the functionality of
Wordpress MU that was once separate has now been folded into the basic Wordpress software. So,
now there really is no difference between Wordpress and Wordpress MU as they are now one and
the same product.
For a classic example of Wordpress MU, take a look at Wordpress.com. It represents a single install
of the Wordpress software that allows you to run hundreds or even thousands of separate blogs.
Wordpress MU is often used by newspapers, magazines and blog networks. It's also a great solution
for schools and universities as well as small or big companies that want to set up public or private
blogging networks. The beauty of the system is that administrators can perform management tasks
on a site-wide basis on a single login to the main dashboard.
Can you see now how amazing this is for marketers who previously had to install a new instance of
Wordpress for each separate blog? That meant logging in and logging out of each blog, doing the
same maintenance tasks such as database backups and managing plug-ins over and over. Imagine if
you wanted to set up a network of niche blogs on various topics. Traditionally, you?d set up each
blog, set up the Adsense or whatever ad network you were using, create the content and then move
on to the next one. It's a labor-intensive process that is now obsolete thanks to Massive Passive
Profits.
Massive Passive Profits is a mass deploy autoblogging system that allows users to automate the set
up and content generation of wordpress multiuser sites. But isn't autoblogging an easy way to get
your site banned? Absolutely not. Autoblogging, if done correctly can automate the creation of niche
blogs which aggregate content on a particular topic that people are searching for. When they land on
your blog they will find the information that they were looking for, along with some ads selected to
appeal to your niche target market.
Autoblogging takes the sweat out of setting up and maintaining a blog network and puts this
lucrative, passive income opportunity within the reach of many more people. If you've been running
a bunch of blogs the traditional way that is painstakingly researching and writing the content
yourself, or hiring a freelancer to do it, you know that this method is time consuming and expensive
on the front end.
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Total Traffic Annihilation: It’s All about Traffic
Generating web traffic is a stumbling block for most internet marketers. It can be frustrating to
polish up a fantastic website—and then realize you’re getting just one or two visitors. It’s
disheartening to realize that those internet riches might not be as close as you thought. You have to
find a way to get people to your front door, so to speak, and that’s where the real work of internet
marketing begins.
At this stage, some people will begin turning to expensive marketing techniques. Yet some paid
marketing techniques will suck you dry while providing very little in return. Others are simply
difficult to master and make a profit on—Google pay-per-click advertising being one of the easiest
examples. Furthermore, there is an “advertisement resistance” that comes into play here. Many
people filter your message out quickly if it comes in the form of a paid advertisement.
You may be surprised to learn that the free traffic generation methods are often more effective at
boosting search engine rankings than any paid method—and there are literally dozens of ways to get
the job done. If you can approach each method in a step-by-step fashion you should see a dramatic
increase in your traffic.
One great way you can master all of the free traffic techniques is by attending the Total Traffic
Annihilation course. This is a video tutorial course that comes with an eBook and software package.
The software package includes several tools to help you automate and simplify portions of your
traffic generation strategy. For example, you can use the software package to enter in
pre-determined keywords. The software will then scan article directories for articles covering those
topics. Since article directory articles are free use you can pick them up for your blog: the software
automates that process, as well, and will even categorize the posts for you.
The software will offer the ability to vastly reduce the time and difficulty associated with some
aspects of free content marketing. For example, a user can define keywords they wish to target. The
software will then find marketing articles from major article directories, then create posts with
articles that match those keywords.
The eBook offers 28 free traffic generation techniques in a step-by-step fashion. It’s like getting a
pre-written, turn-key marketing plan: anybody can do this and succeed if they’ll simply follow the
steps as outlined. There is nothing in the eBook that is out of reach for almost anybody who attempts
the techniques, making the book alone an outstanding resource. It helps demystify some of the
techniques that take a little more finesse, such as blog comment marketing or forum marketing. It
also offers techniques not many people think about, such as offering quizzes or setting up contests.
Like any tool, the Total Traffic Annihilation course can’t solve every problem. But it could take a
struggling marketer out of neutral, giving them that extra “push” that they need to get their traffic
into the fast lane.
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Total Traffic Annihilation: Mastering Comment Marketing
Blog comment marketing is, perhaps, one of the most misunderstood forms of marketing out there.
You’ve only to watch someone make a totally irrelevant comment on a post so they can spam their
link to know that some people just do not have a fantastic grasp of this procedure. Other people try it
only once or twice before concluding that it doesn’t actually generate any traffic. These failures
don’t mean the method is broken, however, it just means most people have more to learn. Here is a
step-by-step process you can use to make blog comment marketing more effective.
Step 1: Find blogs related to your business or website. You can start with www.technocrati.com, but
you can also try the Yahoo! Blog Directory. You want to find three or four well-trafficked blogs that
you’ll visit on a daily basis. Look for blogs whose posts inspire you to say something. You can also
seek out blogs on social media sites like Facebook and MySpace.
Step 2: Make insightful, interesting, and on-target comments. Make the comments non-commercial.
You can either leave your link in the signature or in the comment itself, but either way it’s a good
idea to have that link travel to a non-commercial portion of your site—to, perhaps, a section where
you keep articles or your own blog. So long as there are links all over your site back to the
commercial portion people will find their way there.
Step 3: Establish a regular routine. You’re actually aiming to become a regular member of the blog
community. Some people do “drive-by” commenting, but that’s not particularly effective. You want
to build a reputation. As that reputation increases you may even find your blog added to the blog
roll, or see your work featured as the subject of another blogger’s post.
You can learn many other techniques for generating free traffic by taking the Total Traffic
Annihilation course, which includes videos, an eBook, and a software package all designed to help
you maximize traffic coming into your site. This course demonstrates how often success can just be
a matter of tweaking simple things. You might, for example, have already tried blog commenting,
but perhaps you spread your efforts out across too many blogs, or you didn’t do the work
consistently enough to begin seeing actual results. Blog commenting is just one of 28 techniques
offered in the course.
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A Review of Steven Johnson’s Total Traffic Annihilation
If you’re looking for an in-depth treatment of free traffic generation methods then you should invest
in Total Traffic Annihilation. I recently had the opportunity to enjoy a preview of this course, and
the eBook alone makes it worth your while—it contained 114 pages of focused, step-by-step
methods that were presented as a total marketing plan.
I especially enjoyed the sections on blog comment marketing and forum marketing. These sections
really helped me understand the right way to use those tools and the strength of what they have to
offer. I’d avoided them in the past, feeling as though they were somewhat artificial, but Total Traffic
Annihilation showed me they did not have to be.
While I’m not certain all 28 of the strategies presented in the eBook are good fits for my business I
was impressed to have so many options to choose from. Every one of the options was covered in a
clear, understandable way that will make them easy for me to implement in the future.
The new software package also offers some exciting applications. For example, it allows me to
specify RSS feeds to pull content from. It then automatically uses this content to create posts in the
categories I specify. I enjoy having a way to comb through article directories for this freely available
content. It even allows me to create a site that appears to have been around for awhile through the
clever use of back-dating. My site doesn’t look at all automated as a result, which I appreciate given
most people’s opinions of automated blogs.
That’s not to say the course is perfect. I found some of the information duplicated things I have tried
and found ineffective in the past, such as submitting to directories like DMOZ. I would have liked to
have seen some more in-depth troubleshooting in this area because I’ve simply never found success
there. It may simply have been that my sites were a poor fit for the directories or because I was
impatient.
All in all, however, I would happily recommend this course. It should be especially helpful to
anybody who has struggled with getting enough website traffic. After all, no traffic means no sales,
making this course the potential investment of a lifetime.
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The SEO Business Box: An Expert Review of the Course
Daniel Tan’s SEO Business Box is creating waves right now. This is an online SEO course that
contains text-based information and various other resources that people can use to implement and
enhance the search engine optimization of their business website and increase its prospects. Due to
his previous bestsellers like Backlink Syndication and Rank Mover, Daniel Tan has created a good
name for himself already. And judging by the reception of the SEO Business Box, this product is
poised to be a bestseller as well.
The SEO Business Box has been designed for one express purpose; to enable people to earn an
online income. If you have an online business and want to bring it to the presence of the Internet
buying cognoscenti, then this product can help in great measure. It tells you exactly where you must
popularize your website so that it reaches the people who matter. By using simple and sophisticated
devices, it tells users how they can enhance the visibility of the website on the search engines.
The major bulk of the SEO Business Box is text-based information. It tells webmasters about
various search engine optimization techniques that include article marketing, blogging, link building
strategies, using autoresponders and the like.
The course is dispatched over the Internet in a friendly PDF format. There are links available to
other information resources on the Internet, including video resources. Though the SEO Business
Box itself has almost everything that a user would need, these additional resources prove to be of
valuable help. A highlight is some legal documents that are included in the package which tell
people what they must do to keep their online businesses completely legitimate.
The SEO course takes people all the way. They learn how to brand their product suitably so that the
name proves catchy for the market as well as for the search engines. It covers topics right from
registering domain names and web hosting to using applications such as autoresponders. If someone
wants to set up an online company using SEO as its backbone, then this is the one product that gives
it all.
Another feather in the cap of this superlative product is that it teaches people how to build links for
their business websites in a very high volume. More links mean more traffic from interested people,
which easily translates into more business. Daniel Tan speaks about two of his self-developed
concepts, Link Acceleration and Link Velocity, both of which can build an amazing number of
backlinks to a business website, thus giving it the online visibility it needs to become a topnotch
business.
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The SEO Business Box: What Are the Early User Reviews?
The SEO Business Box has one thing going for it right from the start… its developer is Daniel Tan.
Daniel Tan has made his presence felt in the online world quite strongly with his previous products
such as the very popular Rank Mover, which was read by more than 2,000 SEO experts worldwide.
So, does the SEO Business Box fit the bill? We took a look at some of the initial user reviews to find
out how it scores.
This is an SEO course which doesn’t just think about providing education, but it really delves into
the strategies one must use to earn money off the Internet. The set contains instruction guides in a
PDF format, screenshots of the processes that are explained, links to various other resources on the
Internet most of which are in the form of videos, some legal documents that SEO proponents can
use so that they are not caught on the wrong side of the law with their businesses and a lot of
bonuses to the readers. People are commenting about the clarity of instructions and the conciseness
of the matter. Everything is written in a very no-nonsense manner and in a way that even a rookie
web entrepreneur can follow.
The product is based on the blueprint that made Daniel earn a lucrative income of at least $24,800 a
month. This is the catchy initial draw for the product, but it doesn’t fall short of its claim once one
begins reading the pages. People who have read the product have spoken about how easy the method
is and at the same time how it is a genuine way to earn income.
The various inclusions in the SEO course have made things easier for the online marketers of the
world. People have commented favorably about the handholding approach of the course, where
Daniel Tan even spends time discussing how people should name their products and register their
domains in such a way that the search engines lap them up. Apart from a considerable amount of
information on how to build and share links, the course also tells people how to use autoresponders
to create a better rapport with their online clientele.
The product comes from a veteran Internet marketer with a good track record. People are finding it
quite easy to understand and implement the teachings in SEO Course and get all the support from the
maker himself when they need it.
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Autopilot Income Machines Review
Is Autopilot Income Machines a scam or is it real? Well I decided to get past my normal skepticism
and gave it a shot. Rasheed Ali and Huey Lee seem like pretty nice and straight forward guys, but
like most people I’ve been fooled before. So I conducted a somewhat biased experiment to see if
Autopilot Income Machines could really make me money online, leaving no stone unturned.
Before I get to what I did, let me give you the run down of what’s in the program so you can get a
better idea about it. Basically the program is a pretty comprehensive video training course complete
with transcripts for those who like to read over watch video. It takes you through the simple
technical skills you need to learn (this is very fast by the way) and then shows you how to take what
Rasheed and Huey call “money pages” and get them online and ready to make you money.
That’s all great and everything but SO WHAT – right? Not so fast! The Autopilot Income Machines
program then shows you some pretty neat and completely safe, free traffic tactics to get you ranked
on the first page of freakin’ Google! Okay, that is where I thought they were full of crap, BUT after
I saw the evidence I had to basically shut up and do it for myself. The course also goes into some
advanced strategies, gives you a free software that sets up some of your pages for you and some
other cool stuff that NO sane internet guru gives away for less than $997.
Truth is, I think these guys got knocked in the head in one too many street fights. Oh, forgot to
mention that Rasheed is a former homeless guy and Huey grew up in a low income family so they’re
a little out of the ordinary if you know what I mean. Anyway, let’s talk about my devious and biased
experiment. You see, the first half of the program wasn’t new to me. I know that stuff already. The
second half of the program was what I loved the most… besides the advanced stuff. (WOW!) So I
decided that I’d set up my OWN money page and throw a wrench in the program to see what
happens. I followed the free traffic strategies to the tee and in 24 hours my new money page was
climbing the ranks of Google. I watched in amazement as my page started ranking for keywords and
getting traffic and a few sales to boot over the days and weeks that followed! My conclusion is
pretty clear. Autopilot Income Machines isn’t the prettiest or shiniest program out there, BUT what
it lacks in guru hype, it makes up for in PURE RESULTS! I absolutely and wholeheartedly
recommend you pay close attention to every word Rasheed Ali and Huey Lee say. These guys
deliver the goods and truly knocked it out of the park on this one! I give it my full 5 star rating. It’s a
no brainer to put this into your money making arsenal. Most guys are just smoke and mirrors, but
these guys are the REAL DEAL.
Overall Rating: 5 Stars Ease of Use: 4.5 Stars Effectiveness: 5 Stars Training: 4.5 Stars (you still
have to study it) Support: 5 Stars Price: $37
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Auto Profit Sniper Review
So Auto Profit Sniper has just launched and there's uproar in the industry already...
What Is This Secret 2.7 Billion free traffic Loophole?
Well, I was lucky enough to secure an early copy of the system so I could test it out and give it an
honest review. I must say it's unlike anything else on the market.
The site, although it seems like hype is honest and true... This system really does work on autopilot
and the earnings are REAL!
I can confirm I've seen live proof of this pulling in $1,864,697 in just 8 months
And I've also seen the live log-in tests done by Adam to produce $1,291 in just 24
hours starting from scratch.
You can see some proof yourself at the site now it's live:
http://XXXX.blogap.hop.clickbank.net
So here's what to expect...
You'll get access to an easy to follow system that exploits this free traffic loophole and directs huge
amounts of traffic to whatever offer you want
So you can get commissions for it
There's no fluff or filler, just a killer step-by-step process for exploiting this underground loophole
Now the exciting news...
I've been testing it for the 2 days since I got my hands on it.
The Results...
Well I'm hontestly amazed... I've actually made $1,749 already
I was shocked at how you can really start earning money in the first 24 hours like
the proof video showed... But it's true, you can
I didn't expect this but I can honestly say this is the one product I'd recommend 100% if you need
money fast and don't want to wait months for results.
Adam really isn't been hypey when he says this site will be the most important you visit all year.
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Accept the New Online World Trend—Facebook Marketing
Did you know that Facebook now ranks second for traffic generation among all thewebsites on the
Internet? It is second only to Google in terms of the traffic it gets.
Right now, there are approximately 500 million active users on Facebook, and the number is
increasing with each passing day. Think about it. This kind of population ismore than most countries
of the world. In fact, there are only three countries that have apopulation higher than that!
Online marketers have been quite quick to latch on to the immense popularity of Facebook. They
know that if they make a presence here, they are opening their business out to the world—getting
global exposure in a way that they cannot do by anything else. Studies show that the number of
Facebook users have increased by one-fourth over the last year in 47 countries. Naturally, no online
marketer worth their salt is going to let this opportunity pass. This has given rise to the concept of
Facebook marketing.
Most of these online marketers who are making the most of Facebook marketing know the relevance
of projecting their profiles in a particular way. That is evident because these people are looking
beyond simple social networking. They are trying to build acreditable network, a fan base for their
business that they can tap into for their business profits.
One of the things that they do is to create a professional business page for themselves instead of the
routine profiles that people create on Facebook. These professional pages give out a no-nonsense
impression of their business to their target niche. Infact, with the help of recent applications like FB
Maxed, it is possible for Internet entrepreneurs to place their entire website onto their Facebook
profile. This helps them create the right impression in their market and they can even make these
websites with clickable URLs so that interested people can go and visit the real thing. These
websites can embed videos right into the Facebook profile page itself. All these things do make a
huge difference.
With the great popularity of Facebook, the concept of Facebook marketing has gained in strength as
well. People are now coming to Facebook with the idea of finding a good product that they would
like to invest in. It also gives them a chance to discover a new product and check out the reviews
from fellow Facebookers. On the other hand, formarketers, applications like FB Maxed have created
an immense potential to take their products out to the niche market.
Indeed, Facebook marketing is here to stay!
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New Trends that Have Redefined Facebook Marketing
Facebook has been around for some time now, and online marketers have long sincerealized the vast
potential that it has for promotional purposes. Today, almost everyone has a Facebook profile and
they are busy bonding with everyone else for personal and professional reasons. In recent times,
however, the professional potential of Facebook has really come out to the fore. Internet
entrepreneurs have now become alive to the power of Facebook as a promotional tool and they are
not letting any opportunity pass.
Facebook allows you to build groups and communities. You can build a Facebook page that is about
a particular subject and then you can invite and recommend people to join the page. You can post on
people’s walls if you have to say something in public. You can send them private messages as well.
Facebook also gives you an opportunity to create whole albums of pictures and you can post videos
as well. These videos can play on the Facebook page itself, or you can maximize them.
Recognizing the vast potential of Facebook, several new applications have been put into place of
late. All these features of Facebook profiles have now been integrated seamlessly into new systems.
One of the most popular new systems allows people to post their entire websites onto their Facebook
profiles itself. The potential of this is immense, especially to people who are running a business.
Just think about it—if you can post a whole business website onto your Facebook profile, then you
are giving your business exposure for so many people… almost everyone on Facebook can become
your potential market. This is huge, considering that Facebook is today the world’s second most
popularly used website in the world, second only to Google.
And it is not just pasting your website on Facebook—you are not just pasting its image here—but
you are able to make the website functional, just as your usual website is. You can add your opt-in
forms, you can add videos and both of these will work from within the website itself. So, people who
get impressed with how your website looks can interact with it right though Facebook and even add
themselves to your list.
If you are bored of the way your website looks, you have options to change its appearance. You can
change colors and backgrounds—there are various choices youcan make.
People are certainly quite pleased with all these new things that are happening on Facebook, and
especially people who have something to sell are happy because Facebook can give their businesses
a boost like nothing else can. Applications like FBMaxed which are making all these Facebook
features possible are really having a field day!
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What’s Going on with Facebook Marketing Right Now?
Facebook marketing is the new trend that is sweeping the world right now. With morethan half a
billion active users of this website, it has become more than just a social networking website. Today,
this is an entire market that online entrepreneurs are tapping into for seeking their business profits.
However, even within the arena of Facebook marketing, there has been a sea of change recently.
People are using newer and different methods of bringing their products out into the open through
this social networking portal, and this is only facilitated more because of applications such as FB
Maxed 2011. These applications give people several options to effectively showcase their businesses
to their group of people on Facebook and even attract other people from their target niche to their
business profiles.
One of the recent trends that entrepreneurs are involved in right now is posting theirbusiness
websites on their Facebook profiles. This was not possible until lately, but nowby using new iMarket
features, applications like FB Maxed are making that possible.You can post your website on your
Facebook profile now, and make it interactive aswell.
This applies to webpages of considerable lengths. The entire webpage is taken in and displayed on
the profile. People are able to embed videos and add some ecommerce features as well.
The biggest potential of Facebook is that people can build networks. For business persons, it means
that they can build their list of leads, which they can look upon as prospects for furthering their
business. Now, these new Facebook profile pages that allow websites also allow all those opt-in
features that help people to build their lists.
You can convert all your Facebook visitors into a potential lead database that you can promote your
product to if you so wanted.
Earlier, with the Facebook Markup Language that was used, there were several restrictions on how
Facebook could be used by entrepreneurs. Recently, this markup language has taken a backseat and
people are using new options like HTML5, which isgiving a new leash to the limits that people can
use their Facebook profiles to.
It is a wonderful world of opportunities that has been created. At present, more than 50% of the
people who shop online regularly have Facebook profiles. Hence, it is only but logical that
entrepreneurs use this platform to give the boost to their business that they are looking for. Recent
trends indicate that entrepreneurs are not allowing any such opportunity pass.
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Sleek, Easy, and Powerful Customizable System That Just
Wallops Your Old Facebook Page!
Alright, first off, my apologies if I seem to be hyping and hyperboling about FBMaxed in the title
above. However, to be perfectly honest with you, I don’t think any amount of hype and hyperbole is
going to justify the immediate impact that using this astounding system is going to have on your
facebook Page and getting more “likes” from the people that visit it. I mean, think about it.
A. Complete. Website.
Now, just to give you an idea of what this means. Your facebook Page now can have:
•HTML5 videos. •Photo galleries •Multiple pages on one facebook Page •PHP email contact
forms •Lead capture opt-ins •Sales pages, Landing pages, Reveal Splash pages Yes. All of those on
your facebook Page. Business has never been easier to do on facebook, seriously.
Alright, I’m getting a bit ahead of myself. When I first got my copy for review purposes, I thought
to myself, well, this is a pretty sleek looking package, but of course one should never judge a book
by its cover. There are always 3 things that I look for when determining whether a new product is
worth my purchase and time: its results, its ease of delivery, and its support service.
RESULTS
FBMaxed pretty much delivers what it promises. What really got the whole product rocking is the
three solid, customizable templates that is included with the system that makes editing the websites a
breeze. The templates can be roughly grouped together as a video template that allows you to
showcase videos on your facebook Page, an icons template that has icons on the front page that
allow people to click to different pages (plus inclusion for videos), and a very easy to customize
basic colors template that is easy on the eyes and highly adaptable to suit your needs.
Now, all of this won’t actually look good on facebook Page because you are limited to just being
800 pixels “tall”. Well, guess what, FBMaxed actually has coding that completely bypasses this
restriction! There’s no scrollbars for limitation, you are actually building right into the facebook
Page itself! So the end result is a really comfortably spaced-out, pleasing and jam-packed of
information facebook Page that you can change on the fly to suit whatever you want! What about
the addition of a special reveal splash page to prevent people who haven’t “liked” your page from
seeing your actual page? It’s pure genius. Basically FBMaxed teaches you how to do include two
seperate websites into one single facebook Page.
I got to give props to the creators of FBMaxed, this is a genius marketing tactic. To me, it serves to
act as a teaser page to tempt people to click the “like” button, and boy, does it do it well because it
has all the functionalities of a complete website! I’m not talking a simple teaser image with some
text page, I’m talking the whole nine yards teaser web site complete with videos and opt-ins!
EASE OF DELIVERY
Aside from setting up a hosting account and getting a HTML editor and FTP program (which
granted most of us Internet marketers should have by now), the system has no other costs really to
think of. It’s a set-it-up-and-it’s-done deal. Hosting accounts are cheap to get and there are free
HTML editors and FTP programs out there. So there aren’t any other “additional costs” to speak of
for this product. Also, the complete system to implement itself is pretty easy to do. The instructions
are clear and concise, and there are many images presented to better clarify the instructions. I find
the images and graphics very helpful in speeding things along. All in all, it took me less than two
hours to get everything rolling and going. Thumbs up!
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SUPPORT SERVICE
The FBMaxed team promised that they will provide webinars every few days to their buyers to
guide them through the system. Well, they certainly did not fail here. In fact, they excelled! I
attended some of the webinars and I find the team to be really helpful and friendly with all of the
questions and queries posted by the users. They seem to know the ins and outs of the entire system
and that helps a lot if you have highly technical questions that needed answering. I never needed to
worry about missing anything because all of the webinars are converted into downloadable videos so
I can always get back to them later. Oh, and for the days where there’s no webinar but I had
questions that needed answering? They also have email support for that too. Their replies are always
prompt and clear. All in all, outstanding support service. Kudos to the FBMaxed team!
CONCLUSION
FBMaxed delivers. It combines the best of what both iFrames and HTML5 can do for you on
facebook and packages it into a complete system with three templates that’s easy to use and highly
customisable. There’s very little theory and frills involved and it’s a lot of hands on, no-nonsense
approach. Even the more technical parts are made easy to understand and do with the help of big,
clear images. Excellent support service and a very smooth ease of delivery, no hidden costs to speak
of, no up-sells or cross-sells.
Overall rating 9/10.
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Facebook HTML5 iFrame Template and Guide | An Facebook
Maxed Review
Google marketing is passé. The new world is about Facebook marketing, and this is amply proved
by the new product on the Internet marketing block called as FB Maxed, or Facebook 2011 Maxed
to give it its full name.
Jointly developed by SEO Guru, Daniel Tan and Social Media Consultant, Phil Benham, FB Maxed
is an attempt to tap into the vast potential of Facebook marketing. The developers couldn’t have
decided on a better timing to launch this product. With the number of users on Facebook at an
all-time high right now, with more users joining in every second, there is quite a bit of demand
among marketers who want to promote their products on Facebook.
Also, March 2011 is going to be a very decisive time for Facebook marketers because Facebook is
going to downsize the Facebook Markup Language (FBML) drastically. FB Maxed is designed to be
a guide for people to acquaint them with the new iFrame pages that will be used.
That’s the demand part for the product, but how does it deliver? From our analysis of FB Maxed, we
can safely say that this product does deliver all that it promises and more, which sets it leagues ahead
of any competitors that it might have.
Firstly, the guide teaches, in a step-by-step manner, how anyone can create a complete website onto
a Facebook page. You do not just see the guide but you also get the entire system that helps you
build the page. You have an option to build a separate page for people who have not yet ‘liked’ you
on Facebook, and show a different page to those that have ‘liked’ you. This is an
improvement—with the previously used FBML, it was not possible to show a website to people who
didn’t ‘like’ you.
The website that you can build is full-fledged. You can add your opt-in form, you can add email
contact forms, you can add HTML5 videos and you can build it to be as tall as you want. Thematic
changes such as background color changes are possible as well.
The best part, probably, is that FB Maxed is compatible with other versions of Facebook as well,
such as Facebook Mobile. It is compatible on several different phone systems, including the iPhone,
iPad, Blackberry and Android.
People have already started creating their Facebook website pages and are using them in several
ways, such as building their ecommerce websites and using their blogs. It is possible to add various
promotional elements to these pages, such as videos, URLs, landing pages, sales pages and
calls-to-action. With this guide, people have found a solution to their Facebook marketing methods
which have been changing since the beginning of this year.
For people who want to get more acquainted with the product, continuous webinars are being
conducted. During these webinars, people get a chance to get up, close and personal with FB Maxed
and then you can ask them the details on the product.
On the whole, we would like to say that here is a complete Facebook product that people are fast
switching over to because of its immense potential in Internet marketing.
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Commission Crusher, Reviewed...
Lately there’s been a lot of talk about this new program that’s been coming in my email inbox and
being wildly talked about online right now.
But you see, I got a sneak peak into what Commission Crusher is all about – and wanted to give you
my review on it.
So… what is Commission Crusher exactly?
Commission Crusher is based on a simple marketing concept that anybody can duplicate online…
and never have to compete against one another. This method allows anyone to find profitable
affiliate campaigns online and swipe them for their profits.
The real beauty behind Commission Crusher is the software engine that drives the product… titled
“Ad Assault”. This amazing piece of software will allow you with a flick of a switch find tons of hot
websites in any market… any niche… and tell you everything you need to know to get tons of traffic
from these websites.
Best of all… you don’t have to deal with Google, Yahoo, MSN or any of that crap. This method is
unlike anything I’ve ever seen before online.
... and here’s the best part – Steve walks through every step of the process on video. And he’s got a
great support team in place to help you with any questions you have. Can you get any better than
that? So simply put – Commission Crusher works. It’s a fantastic product. If you’ve been looking
for a way to make constant money online with something that’s not going to disappear tomorrow,
this is it.
Grab a copy before they sell out. I highly recommend you get your hands on this software now!
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The Truth On Steve Iser & His Commission Crusher Software
Lately there's been a lot of talk about this relatively unknown 24 year-old online millionaire named
Steve Iser who's exposing his software program Commission Crusher, to the world for a very limited
time...
So just who is Steve and what should you know about him?
Simply put, Steve is unlike any other marketer online. With nearly 5 years of marketing online,
Steve has gone from College dropout at 20 to millionaire status in less than 3 years.
He's run the full gamut from promoting affiliate programs, creating info products, software training,
sold websites, spoken at marketing conferences, created his own CPA offers and in the process of
his career has already helped thousands of people create successful businesses online.
You name it - he's probably done it. This young turk believes in "paying it forward". In other wards,
his goal with Commission Crusher is to help his 500 new students utilize his new software to create
a new group of rich.
His new software program, Commission Crusher, utilizes a simple method that allows you to tap
into any market or niche online and find out WHO exactly has the traffic - so you can tap into it and
get a piece of the pie for youself.
Needless to say, he's unlike most of these other "gurus" out there. He does things differently. And he
takes a personal interest in helping his customers succeed.
If you want to know more about Commission Crusher and what Steve's got going on right now,
check it out below:
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Review of Extreme Niche Empires
Let me ask you a question. Are you fed up with all the lies and garbage put out by a lot of so-called
“GURUS” recently? I know I am.
It is getting crazy out there, paid actors (that are really not that good), fake screenshots of trillion
dollar incomes, outrageous claims that are just so far out there they are in ORBIT!
Then we have the “Push Button Millionaire” overhype with magic software that will have $1000s
flying out of your computer every time you press that button! Really? Are you serious?
Well, even though I have become the ultimate skeptic as I am sure you are now, there is light at the
end of the tunnel. Someone has finally stepped up and is setting the record straight… that person is
Sean Donahoe.
Unless you have been hiding under a rock, you should have heard of Sean Donahoe. He was the guy
behind the bestselling Video Marketing Goldmine course earlier this year. He is known for “Telling
it like it is!”. I really love his no-BS message and REAL solutions for marketing and what actually
works.
There are several things you need to know about Sean. First, his products are top-notch and very
high-quality and he consistently over delivers. Second, his stuff just works!
No pie-in-the-sky claims, he will tell you straight “Getting wealthy online is possible but it takes
work”. Now, that being said, he does show you how to do things the right way to avoid any pitfalls
and hassles to really streamline things dramatically.
That is why I am really excited and writing this today. Sean is doing something AMAZING on
April 28th. He is finally releasing his Extreme Niche Empires course. This course has been under
wraps for almost a year as he honed, optimized and streamlined one of the most powerful money
making strategies I have ever seen (and we have seen 100s of these over the years)
What Sean has done is nothing short of INCREDIBLE. He is going to share how he created an
EMPIRE of high-authority autopilot income sites targeting niches that scare almost everyone else
off… and he is making a FORTUNE doing it.
Now it’s your turn. This incredible course outline exactly how to do this yourself and do it the EASY
WAY. This is not some crazy site building software that will get Google slapped (like many of them
did after the recent Google Panda update). No, Sean is very unique, he shows you how to create
laser-targeted, high authority sites that the search engines LOVE and rank like crazy.
He has packed this course with a ton of his INSIDER SECRETS that I have never seen anywhere
else. This stuff is so powerful that it would blow your mind and has made me even rethink how I do
things.
So, go check it out. If you are reading this before April 28th he has some very powerful videos that
he is releasing too that will AMAZE you and give you a great idea about what is going on and even
share some powerful tactics that you can start using right now.
I encourage you to go watch these videos and learn from one of the true masters of Internet
Marketing and someone you should listen to!
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Killer Content Review
All the buzz going around about Killer Content is there for a reason and the program is definitely
living up to all the hype.
Killer Content is getting ready to go viral in a big way, believe me.
To say this is a full featured program for creating an online presence that will dominate any niche
you are is an understatement and does a disservice to the program.
For the first time someone (Socrates Socratous the creator) has compiled an unimaginable amount of
extremely high quality content and married it to a “thing” that is hard to describe. It is a data
management program, but that sounds too complicated and if I call it a word processor that sounds
too simple.
Whatever title you want to give this program is up to you, but it is the most powerful tool to search
and manipulate data a marketer will ever need while at the same time it is as simple as editing a
document.
Let me walk you this to give you an idea what I am talking about.
You create a project; this is as simple as clicking on the word “new project” and typing in the name
of your new project.
Then you search the list of only God knows how many super high quality articles. You don’t just
search this list randomly, although you can if you want. You search this list by Keyword. Yes, you
type in the exact keyword or phrase you want and the filter will generate a data base of thousands of
articles with your specific keyword.
When you open an article you can edit and change the article any way you want, right there like you
were on your favorite word processor. With a click of a button you can even “spin” the article right
from the same screen with a very powerful spinning program. When you get the article the way you
want it then you just save it to your project.
Then you just repeat the process over and over until you have as much content as you want in the
project you created.
Now you go to your project to complete the process. You can auto-post your content directly to your
blog. The auto-post program lets you control every aspect of how the content will hit your blog. You
can set times and dates for each article to hit or you can just send them out all at once the choice is
yours, but to just have a choice at all is something amazing.
Just because you are posting your content doesn’t mean the fun will stop there, you can generate an
ebook in pdf format directly from your project window with a single click of a button.
Click, BOOM! An instant ebook with chapters arranged in the order of the article numbers in your
project. Once again, you have full control over the look, feel and layout of the book and it is less
complicated than a word processor.
Like I said, I don’t know what kind of a title you would give a program like Killer Content, but if I
ever meet Socrates I want to shake his hand. I highly recommend this system.
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Killer Content Review
This review of Killer Content is an unbiased opinion, but it may not sound that way.
Socrates (the creator of the system) has turned fantasy into a reality. Every one of those “I wish this
program would” obstacles you have faced in the past are definitely in the past now.
If you are doing anything Internet related from marketing a product to marketing yourself, Killer
Content is what you need.
You simply click on the “Site Manager” icon on the Dashboard and add your blog information so
the program knows where to send your “project”.
Now that it knows where things are going, you simply create a project by selecting the articles
related to your blog. They have thousands of articles to choose from and your can edit, modify or
even spin the article right on the screen. When you are satisfied with the article you can save it by
clicking the “project add” icon. Now you have a project with one article in it.
Select more articles and save them to the same project until you build up a sizable amount of content
and then you are ready to publish.
One incredible feature of the article data base is you can search it by keyword. Yes you heard that
right; you can search thousands of articles by the exact keywords you are using for your blog. That is
a feature I will never be able to live without keyword search again.
Now that you have a project you can do one of two things or both. You can publish it to your blog
with the “Auto Poster” which has so many features it could easily be a product of its own, or you
can generate an eBook with each of the articles appearing as a new chapter.
Create an ebook in pdf format with a click of a button? This is also something that could be a stand
alone product and something I can no longer live without.
That is it. It took me longer to talk about Killer Content than it did to put about one full two years
worth of content on my own blog.
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Killer Content Review
In this Killer Content Review I would like to focus on one specific and very powerful feature the
product is equipped with, and that is the 980 niches it directly supports.
Socrates Socratous has been an innovator in Internet marketing for years and if he has spent over 18
months developing a product, you know it is a complete solution.
Selecting the right niche is the most important part of a marketing campaign and people either put
too much thought into or not enough. Unfortunately the latter is more common.
Killer Content is definitely the right name for this product because they have an insane amount of
content right your fingertips (over 150,000 articles). With this much content, leave it to Socrates to
take something as potentially frustrating finding content for your niche and making it a simple click
of a mouse. This is proof that experience does count.
All this content is categorized into 980 distinct niches with that number changing daily, not only
being added too, but being modified as trends change. Killer Content is not a static product that will
ever be finished. It is a living monster that is lurking behind the scenes and adapting to every change
in the Internet environment.
Having over 980 niches available at the click of a button was just not quite impressive enough for
this Socrates Socratous character though. All of the content within each niche is even searchable by
keyword. If your niche would benefit from content with, let’s say “party balloon”, one click later
and you have thousands of articles in your specific niche with your specific keyword to choose from.
Everyone always says to act now because space is limited, but with Killer Content space really is
limited. The dynamics of Internet marketing have changed and Killer Content will become the
industry standard without a doubt.
I strongly suggest, no I urge you to look at this product now. If you miss out on this opportunity you
will be paying a freelancer to use their Killer Content account to do the work for you, and that would
be a shame.
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Passive Niche Profits Review
How to Launch Your Niche Profit Blog and Start Building a Following Quickly When you start a
niche profit blog, your goal is to make a profit with it, so launching it successfully and building a
following quickly is your first order of business.
So, let’s look at a strategy for getting your niche blog off to a successful start so that you can rinse
and repeat these steps with the dozens of other blogs that you will develop for your niche blog
network.
Keyword Research Doing keyword research to find the best “money keywords” for your niche is
really what will make or break your blog. Targeting the right keywords is one of the cornerstones of
effective SEO. When you employ sound SEO practices, you can rely on organic search engine traffic
that is fueled by your potential customers who are searching for your exact keywords in the search
engines. Use a keyword research tool and come up with a solid list of primary and secondary
keywords that you will base your content around.
Create Content Creating original, value-added content is what will eventually cause your site to be
viewed as an authority site, help it to rise in the SERPS, and help you to attract all of that targeted,
free traffic. If you are not a writer, you can visit the various freelance writing forums and hire
someone to create the content for you using your carefully selected keywords. Whether you pay a
ghostwriter or create it yourself, your content will be what sets your blog apart from all of the others
in your niche. Make it exceptional and your blog will develop a following.
When you launch your blog make sure that you’ve got a few weeks’ worth of solid content for your
visitors to consume when they arrive. If you use WordPress, it’s easy to upload content and choose
which dates it will appear. Develop a Blog Promotion Plan You want to create massive exposure for
your blog when you first launch it.
Here are a few ideas for promoting your blog:
Publish a Press Release announcing your new blog launch and submit it to a PR submission service.
Schedule a series of guest blogging gigs on the top blogs in our niche—kind of like a promotional
blog tour.
Create a series of videos highlighting your blog, the topics you cover, the products you are offering
and even something about you.
Interview the luminaries in your niche and then publish these videos to several video sharing sites
(not just youtube.com) with a link back to your site in the description.
Do a massive article marketing campaign by creating 25 or more articles a week and submitting
them to the top article marketing directories.
Get booked on popular Internet radio or podcast shows in your niche to talk about your topic. Create
a contest using a WordPress plugin that rewards your visitors for sharing about your blog with
valuable prizes and prestige.
Monetize your blog Decide on how you will monetize your blog once you have built up a nice flow
of traffic. AdSense is a reliable mainstay, but you could also sell advertising space in your side bar or
promote complementary affiliate products to your visitors.
Once you have launched your first niche profit blog, you can refine your process and repeat for each
new blog that you create.
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There is a lot more that you need to know about creating niche profit blogs.
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Income Hybrid Review
You are about to discover a brand new and revolutionary traffic and profit generating platform that
is 10 times bigger than blogging, article marketing, video marketing or any other traffic platform
you have seen before.
The traffic giant I am about to reveal generates stable instant traffic that will replace Google
completely!
It is much bigger, less competitive and holds more profit potential than any other traffic platform
you may have used before.
Now, let me ask you a question?
Would you like to tap into the wallets of 375 million active buyers without spending a single penny
on advertising?
If your answer is a yes, I know you are excited like just like the beta testers and the selected few
who we have revealed this secret to?
The Income Hybrid 3in1 software suite taps into the biggest and fastest growing viral platform that
is untapped and unsaturated!
The statistics show that this revolutionary new traffic platform that Income Hybrid capitalizes on is
used by 375 Million users on a daily basis worldwide.
This accounts for more than the entire population of the United States making it the biggest and
most widely used traffic source online!
In fact, the latest online consumer statistics report revealed that this brand new traffic and profit
generating platform is used by more than 250 Million mobile phone users each day?
Now with the Income Hybrid software, you can legally tap into the wallets of millions of mobile
phone and internet users with push button simplicity.
The most astonishing part of it all is that? only 7% of the users using this gigantic viral platform are
aware of its money generating potential!
We have cracked the code and discovered the secret to generate passive sustainable profits through
this untapped traffic treasure-trove.
I am taking about a true game changer?
Introducing the Income Hybrid 3in1 software suite...
Income Hybrid utilizes a breakthrough new fusion technology that is brand new and untapped by
any other software or tools available in the market today.
Due to its state of the art money generating potential and latest advancements in technology, we
discovered a platform that is immune to Google slaps, Google panda updates and any other changes
that occur online.
That best part is?
To profit from this technology, you do not require a blog, website, or even a domain. In fact, it has
nothing to do with blogging, article marketing, video marketing, or keyword research?
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It is something brand new that you have never seen before!
This new technology is proven to work in any niche market and in any language to rake in massive
affiliate profits.
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Google Confirms Using Social Signals to Rank Websites
Google's recent revelation that it uses social signals to rank websites has caused drastic aftershocks
in the online community. Networkers are busy changing their strategies to meet with the newest
ranking factor developed by the head honchos at Google.
Search engine Google recently came out into the open with the newest parameter it uses to rank
websites. Dubbed as social signals, this new method of website ranking has added to the growing
importance of the world of social networking and marketing. This system of ranking will see Google
use information from social networking portals such as Facebook and Twitter to assess the rank of
websites.
‘Social signals’ is a collective name accorded to methods used by social networking websites to
gauge online popularity. These include Facebook’s Likes, Twitter’s Retweets and Google’s Plus’
+1s. Among these, a definite leverage is commanded by Twitter’s Retweets, which are being
considered as the most emphatic method right now to build links. Twitter allows its content to be
retweeted a number of times, which adds up the social signals it sends. Google reveals that it uses
such social signals to rank websites on its search pages.
Google justifies its position by stating that social signals are the most accurate measure of a
website’s popularity. Social signals originate from users who genuinely like what they see and want
to share it with their circle of people. Google uses this viral marketing strategy to constantly rank
websites so that it can offer the most popular content to its users.
This revelation from the world’s biggest search engine has the search engine optimizers in a tizzy.
Over the last year, backlinks had turned out to be the most popular modus operandi of marketers to
optimize their websites. However, with the advent of social signals, backlinking has taken a
backseat. Online marketers are rapidly employing new methods to improve their websites from the
social networking point of view.
Plugins are being developed to measure the social signals accumulated by websites. Such plugins
gather data from popular social networking websites such as Facebook, Twitter, Google +, Digg,
StumbleUpon and others to get a dynamic measure of the popularity of websites. Plugins such as
Social Metrics Pro are compatible with specific blog platforms such as WordPress, and use methods
such as color coding to differentiate the more popular content from the less popular one.
However, while some online marketers are busy changing their tactics to fit into Google’s new
groove, there are a few who are unruffled. They hold the view that this is just another of Google’s
ever-changing policies, which will not affect the world of SEO much. At the same time, there are
others who are playing it safe and focusing on both backlinking as well as social signals to bring
their websites to the top of the heap.
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Plugin Launched to Tap Google’s Ranking via Social Signals
Online marketers have commenced leveraging social signals, the newest parameter that search
engines like Google and Bing have admitted to using to rank social websites. Social Metrics Pro is
one of the plugins that was announced this week.
In order to gain the best leverage out of Google’s recently announced ranking system using social
signals, a new plugin known as Social Metrics Pro has been launched. This plugin is compatible
with the WordPress platform and is available in a downloadable format.
For the uninitiated, Google announced about a month ago that it has started using feeds from social
networking portals to rank the popularity of websites. With the advent of Web 2.0, people have
become more actively participating in the working of the Internet rather than merely browsing it.
Google feels that the number of comments and shares that website content receives through social
networking websites is the right parameter to judge its popularity. Always one to be the pioneer, the
Google search engine has used these feeds as the new ranking factors.
Among the social networking platforms that Google has targeted are included Twitter and
Facebook. Every tweet made through Twitter and every like through Facebook is now a yardstick
along which Google measures the popularity of websites.
Social Metrics Pro helps online entrepreneurs as it gives a true picture of the social popularity of
online content. It uses a simple color coding system to illustrate this popularity. Content that is more
popular is coded green while the one that needs attention is coded red. With this color coding
system, it becomes easier for the marketer to convert the reds to greens, which means they can propel
the viability of their content across online social networks.
Currently, Social Metrics Pro is capable of measuring Facebook Likes, Twitter Tweets, Google Plus
+1s and several other social signals such as those from StumbleUpon and Digg. The plugin is being
developed further so as to be able to measure social signals from other social networks as well.
Daniel Tan, a developer of Social Metrics Pro, says, “With Google’s newest announcement, there
has been a lot of activity in the world of search engine optimization. Backlinking has now become
passé; and marketers are looking at how to improve the visibility of their content on social
networking websites. We purport to make this task easier for the online marketer with Social Metrics
Pro.”
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Is Social Metrics Pro the Best Social Signal Tracking and
Monitoring Tool?
With the trends of social optimization changing at every drop of the hat, optimizers have been facing
a difficult time trying to keep up. Link-building and creating backlinks—two methods that are being
currently used for SEO—have suddenly become obsolete. This is because of the recent
announcement made by popular search engine websites like Google and Bing that they have begun
using social signals to rank the popularity of websites. Though the new announcement puts most
search engine optimizers in a tizzy, as they would have to change their methods, the tool we are
reviewing today is a step in the right direction. Social Metrics Pro is the newest search engine
optimization tool on the market that works on the principle of Google and Bing’s newest policy of
ranking websites. It helps optimizers keep track of the progress of their websites on social networks.
It is compatible with some of the most popular social networks already. It can assess feeds from
Facebook, Twitter, StumbleUpon, Digg and several others are in the pipeline.
The purpose of Social Metrics Pro is to give the user a clear picture of how the website is faring on
the social network. Each time someone comments, likes or shares some content, it is recorded by
Social Metrics Pro. The optimizer can keep track of this and keep making improvements to the
websites so as to make them more appealing on the social network.
Social Metrics Pro is a new-fangled tool but it still makes things easy for the newbie optimizer. It has
a simple color coding output system. The content on the website that has poor social signals are
displayed in red, while the content that fares well is displayed in green. This literally gives a clear
picture to the social optimizer, whose primary task is to convert all the reds into greens.
Currently, Social Metrics Pro is available as a simple downloadable plugin that works on most
browsers. It is designed for the WordPress blogosphere.
For the modern optimizer, it becomes important to stay in tune with the website’s performance on
the social network. Social Metrics Pro does just that, through a simple visual representation. It does
not need the optimizer to work with difficult links, tags or codes.
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How do I keep track of the social popularity of my website?
When social signals started being used by search engines such as Google and Bing for ranking
popularity of websites, one common question was heard throughout the blogosphere, “How do I
keep track of the online popularity of my website?” Now, a concrete answer has arrived to that
question, in the form of the product known as Social Metrics Pro.
The best part of using Social Metrics Pro is its simplicity. This is what makes it possible for even the
most amateur online marketer to use this tool and harness its potential to gauge the online popularity
of their website.
Social Metrics Pro is driven by a dashboard that keeps track of the social status of the content on the
website. The dashboard is simplified with a system of color coding. Different colors indicate the
relative popularity of the posts. Reds indicate posts that are performing poorly on the social
networks, while greens indicate posts that are performing well on the social networks. As the poor
performing posts are worked upon, the reds turn into greens, which is a direct measure of the
improvement of the social signals of the website.
Social Metrics Pro also allows the optimizer to directly transfer the output into a Microsoft Excel
file. This can be used to further analyze the performance of the website. These files are viewable on
all spreadsheet processors.
The best part of Social Metrics Pro is that it is available as a plugin. Once installed, it sits pretty on
the taskbar of the browser, until it is called upon to perform its analysis. The plugin works for any
blog that has been created on WordPress, upwards of Wordpress 3.2 version. Its access is also
available through the admin dashboard of Wordpress as well.
There are small features that help the newbie optimizer immensely. For instance, the webmaster can
choose to refresh their data. The frequency can be preset, which helps to give an updated version of
the social networking status of the blog at any required time. The plugin begins performing as soon
as it has been downloaded and installed. Once installed, the plugin keeps on updating itself. There
are free lifetime updates provided with the plugin, and a dedicated technical support team helps
people with any issues that they might have.
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Secrets Of A Successful Blog
Do you know the characteristics of successful blogs? Successful blogs that make a lot of money
have a lot of readers so if you want to have success with your blog, focus on getting lots of readers.
There are many ways to go about getting readers, but you should know that only about a handful of
them work to get you the readers that you desire.
If you didn't already know, you need a blog so that you can propel your business to the next level. I
think it's plain to see that having a blog can do a lot for your business growth. In the internet
marketing world, there's an old saying that says "the money is in the list", so if you want to earn
money with your blog, focus on building a list.
Popular blogs have a readership level in the thousands. It could take some time to build this up from
scratch or you can pay for advertising and set up a capture page to get users to subscribe to your
blog. I personally feel that the first option of building a list from scratch is better. With this you are
using free advertising. For one these people know you and like you and have grown to listen to your
advice. If you think that you can't build a successful blog from scratch, then think again.
Internet marketing in general is hard, and building a successful blog is even harder. Popular blogs
get a lot of traffic on a daily basis but you shouldn't let this discourage you if you're not getting a lot
of traffic yet. You want to build successful blogs so that you can be perceived as an obvious expert
in your niche. With credibility behind you, it will be easier for you to sell your products and
services.
It doesn't matter what you use to monetize your blog - you need a lot of subscribers to make it
successful. If you have Google AdSense on your blog, you should know that you will get a lot of
clicks, but to repeatedly see the numbers rise in your favor, you need a following of people who will
visit your blog on a daily basis. This is something that successful blogs have.
I mentioned above that successful blogs have a lot of traffic to their blog. This is important because
without a lot of traffic you're dead in the water. You need a lot of traffic if you want to survive in the
internet marketing world - that's just marketing 101. There are a ton of ways to get traffic, but only a
few of them are worth your time. If you're a beginner, you should stick with the free ways to get
traffic since you probably won't have a lot of money for advertising.
One of the best kinds of free advertising is video marketing. All you do is create 3-5 minute long
videos and submit them to the top video sites. Sites such as YouTube, Metacafe, and Google Video
are all popular sites and get a lot of traffic to them on a daily basis. You can stand to benefit from the
traffic that these sites can deliver to you.
Another way to get traffic is with article marketing. Simply write up 300-500 word articles and
submit them to the top article directories. Here are a few of my favorites below:
- EzineArticles.com - ArticleDashboard.com - ArticlesBase.com - GoArticles.com IdeaMarketers.com
All of these sites can deliver a ton of hits to your blog. You will want to write on topics that are
related to your blog so that you can get targeted visitors. You get search engine traffic when you
write for the article directories, and you also get traffic when website owners publish your article on
their website.
Another great way to get free traffic is with forum marketing. Sign up to a forum and post helpful
messages on the forums. Reserve your advertising message until your signature line as this is the
proper place to put your message - so keep this in mind.
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Successful blogs have all of these things in common. If you want a blog that is successful, simply
follow the tips in this article.
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Affiliate Marketing 101
Affiliate marketing tips for beginners is first to "Start". If you are looking to join affiliate marketing
business, following tips are just like a mile stone in this journey.
You control your actions and only have an effect on those people and things connected to you
through relations and activities. The rest of the world and life you cannot control, so take some
advice from one of my favorite Philosophers Bill Murray - "It Really Doesn't Matter".
You need to start each day with an empty glass and fill it the best you can, do it, start, become all
you can be. Sounds like a commercial for the army. In real world business, it will add good value to
your efforts. So here are some tips for beginners in Affiliate Marketing
1. Find a product or company you believe in to promote. 2. Acquire an affiliate link through their
affiliate marketing program. 3. Get a domain name and hosting from a company like Go Daddy. 4.
Outsource a web/blog site that is controlled by WordPress. 5. Sign up with You Tube. 6. Learn how
to do keyword research. 7. Now blast your videos out using You Tube And Traffic Geyser 8. Use
Traffic geyser to blast out your blog posts to article sites.
Now before you jump in and spend your money on things you may not need, get some help,
mentoring. You need a plan of action, and realistic goals. There are some affiliate networks which
offer free video training and seminars. These training videos and seminars are very useful for
learning the basic and advance skills in affiliate marketing.
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Clickbank Affiliate Marketing
Basics
Clickbank is an extremely popular and profitable affiliate network on the worldwide web and many
clickbank affiliate marketing individuals make a lot of money with it. This article will give you the
basics on how to go about using this powerful website.
Signing up with Clickbank is fast and easy and there are several tutorials, tips and training that show
you exactly how to get started.
Next you'll want to look for your first product or service--keep in mind that Clickbank is generally
geared for digital products. Try to pick something that you are interested in, or that is in a niche that
already involved in. It's easier to stay focused on what you are doing if the topic actually interests
and even inspires you. If you already have an established site on a certain topic, it's very easy to
incorporate some clickbank products to sell there. The more specifically targeted the product to your
site, the better. Look for products and services that have good gravity and popularity stats. If you
find something that you really like but the stats don't add up, then it's really not worth the effort
you'll have to spend on it.
You can decide to promote your product directly with the salespage given to you by the merchant, or
you can do it by setting up a blog or website and positioning the product there. Most experienced
marketers will agree that you can do the direct ad to merchant website as a newcomer to affiliate
marketing, and it is a way to learn the ropes, so to speak. But it is worth your time to eventually set
up your own blog or website. Wordpress is very popular and professional looking, and it's quite
good in terms of SEO (search engine optimization) as well.
Just some general pros and cons of Clickbank affiliate marketing:
One big pro, especially if you are a newcomer to affiliate marketing, is that Clickbank is extremely
easy. The second big pro is that the commissions are on the high end when compared to other
affiliate networks.
One con is that many of the products offered on Clickbank are not of the best quality, although they
can be expensive. There are really a great deal of rags-to-riches types of products and e-books. You
can also find many good products but you do need to do a bit of digging, depending on the niche you
are working in.
Another con is that the Clickbank stats are really nothing special, especially if you compare them to
sites such as Adsense and Amazon, just to name a few. Also, you can only create text links
automatically with Clickbank. Other types of links are not available.
Clickbank affiliate marketing is a good place to get started in affiliate marketing and many
experienced marketers are successful with them as well.
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How To Choose A Winning Clickbank Affiliate Program
Do you know how to choose a winning Clickbank affiliate program? If you?re going to be
promoting a product, it?s very useful to have good solid criteria you can use to determine if the
program is going to be profitable for you. Some of the key things you should look at are Gravity
score, competition, the salesletter, the payout and the price. Keep reading to learn about what exactly
you should look for in each area.
Gravity Score
For beginners, it?s best to promote products in the 20 to 50 gravity range. These are products that
have been proven to be successful sellers, but don?t have an overwhelming amount of competition.
These are the products you want to shoot for.
Once you?re more experienced, you can aim at the 50+ gravity range. At no point in time should
you aim below 20, because most of those products just won?t make you money.
Evaluate the Salesletter
Even if the product has a good gravity, that doesn?t mean it?ll sell for you. Sometimes Gravity
scores are elevated by vendors artificially boosting the score by selling their own products through
affiliate accounts.
Take a look at the salesletter and decide for yourself whether or not you think the product will sell.
Payout and Price
How much does the product cost and what does it pay out? As an affiliate, you should look for
products that pay out at least $20 per sale. Anything below that amount generally isn?t worth your
time.
Believe it or not, it?s as easy to sell a high ticket item as it is to sell a low ticket item. There are
products on Clickbank that go for $97 - $197. If you can find a product that you believe you can
promote and has a gravity of over 20, it?s generally a better idea to promote that product than it is to
promote a $40 product.
Continuity
In addition to payout and price, one other thing you can look for is continuity. Continuity is basically
a month by month membership program that will pay you commission every single month.
Again, it takes about as much effort to sell a product without continuity as it does to sell one with
continuity. Except with continuity, you keep getting paid.
Competition
Is there competition that?s doing what you?re doing? Believe it or not, you actually want some
competition in your area. That usually means other people are making money doing what you?re
considering doing.
For example, if you plan on advertising a hypnosis product on AdWords, you want to see other
advertisers selling hypnosis eBooks on AdWords. If there are no competitors, then chances are
someone?s tried it before and it didn?t work.
That said, you don?t want to go into an over saturated niche either. Too many competitors are almost
as bad as no competitors.
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To Sum it Up
To sum it up, you?re looking for a medium gravity, high payout product with a good salesletter and
some competition. If you can match up all these factors, then you?ve got a very good product to start
selling for money.
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How To Find The Right ClickBank Affiliate Program
Are you looking for the best ClickBank affiliate program? This one of the first challenges for new
affiliate marketers - the answer is that there really isn't just one "right" program. Although you
might want to start out with just one until you get the hang of it. This article will discuss some of the
confusion about affiliate marketing and how to go about it properly.
Many new affiliate marketers look at hundreds of products/services all at once and try to figure out
which ones are the best. In the end, they are just overwhelmed and can't make any decision at all so
all of their time and effort has been wasted. Or. . .they choose one affiliate program and don't give it
time before switching to another. This is also a waste of time and money.
Here are some very simple guidlelines to help you find a suitable Clickbank affiliate program.
Choose which niche you want to serve and look for a product/service that would do so in Clickbank.
I recommend choosing from Clickbank because it is extremely easy and popular - you can search
more affiliate marketplaces later on.
Pick one program that interests you and that is doing well in terms of popularity and gravity. Study
and learn everything about the product. Find reviews about the product from many different sources
if possible.
Choose just one traffic-driving method to get people to this product and stick to it. Here are just a
few poplular methods: - Social media (i.e. MySpace.com, Facebook.com, Twitter) - PPC - Pay Per
Click Advertising - Article marketing - Web 2.0 (i.e. EzineArticles, Squidoo.com, HubPages.com
GoArticles, etc.) - Press releases - Blogging
If you're new, it might help to pick a product that has a built-in membership program which shows
you how to market the product. It might cost you something to be a member and you can evaluate if
you think the training offered will help you to make more profits or not.
Look for programs that offer: - insight into some "secret" niche markets - Specific keywords of the
niche market - a product/service which can be customized to you (your name) - Website banners that
can be uploaded to your website or blog - Ready-Made articles that you can change slightly and send
to the various article directories - Pre-prepared PPC campaign and emails for your list.
These membership programs can save you some time and money and help you start to generate
profits more quickly.
The biggest factor that will increase your success is not as much the Clickbank affiliate program that
you choose as much as the consistent effort that you put forth. Make sure that you track your
campaigns and give each of them enough time before deciding whether or not to move on to
something else.
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How To Promote A Clickbank Affiliate Program With PPC
Pay Per Click is perhaps the most effective way to promote a Clickbank affiliate program possible.
Sure, some people make money writing articles. Sure, some people make money from SEO.
However, by and large the affiliates that really make money through Clickbank do it through pay per
click. What are the secrets to success? Read on to find out.
Secret #1 ? Choose a High Converting, High Paying Product
Choose a product that has at least 20 points in its Gravity score. Don?t test new products, especially
when you?re spending money on traffic.
A lot of people are afraid of promoting products that are ?over saturated.? The reality is that you can
break into markets even if they?re ?saturated.?
However, as a beginner starting in the 20 ? 50 Gravity range is a very good place to start. Avoid the
150+ Gravity until you get more familiar with PPC.
Secret #2 ? Find Original Angles
Trying to bid on terms like ?weight loss? is financial suicide. However, what about bidding on
?Treadmills? or ?Tips for Jogging??
The idea is to try and find keywords which you can get on the first page for at under $.20 cents a
click. In less competitive markets, you?ll be able to get tons of traffic through main keywords.
Unfortunately, in more competitive markets you?ll have to get creative.
Come up with different angles to come at it from. Look for people who?re looking for the same thing
your product offers, but will likely type in a different keyword.
Secret #3 ? Meticulous Tracking
One little known secret in PPC affiliate marketing is that almost all winning campaigns start out as
losing campaigns. If you spend $100 and make back only $60, that?s actually a winner.
From there, you optimize your ads and landing pages to continually increase your CTR and
conversion rates. It might cost you $300 in the beginning, but after your initial testing you?ll have a
campaign that can make you hundreds of dollars a month on complete autopilot.
Every super affiliate tests their campaigns meticulously. Track everything on a keyword by keyword
level. Use only one keyword per ad group. Write a unique ad for every keyword.
Secret #4 ? Different PPC Networks
The first place to start your testing is Google AdWords. Start out your testing with Google Only.
That means no content network and no partner networks.
See how your traffic converts on Google only. Then if you?re profitable, expand to the partner
network.
From there, mirror your campaigns over to Yahoo! Search Marketing and MSM Ad Center.
Only once you?ve setup these campaigns should you experiment with content network. Content
network comes last, because the traffic is least targeted and tends to convert the worst.
Summing Up
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If you pick a product with a good conversion rate and a good payout, find unique angles to promote
it from, meticulously track and test starting with AdWords expanding out, then chances are you have
a very solid chance at building a great PCC campaign.
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Resource
CB Cash Grenade is backwards and unlike any other online marketing system, I’ve ever reviewed!
Republished with author's permission by Alain Le clere http://WebProductsToday.com.
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